A. Highland Embroidered Alpaca Cape
For thousands of years, Aymara and Quechua
women have wrapped themselves in soft alpaca
capes, also known as ruanas, to guard against the
chill of the Andes. Our dramatic ruana is enlivened
with bold embroidered flowers and black satin trim.
Woven by hand in El Alto, Bolivia, and finished with a
special process that renders it soft and supple, its
simple cut in starkly contrasting black and red makes
an elegant alternative to a coat. Alpaca/wool blend.
Dry clean only. Made in Bolivia. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72688 Highland Embroidered Alpaca Cape $248.00
One size fits most.

B. Silver and Garnet Mandala Necklace
In traditional Buddhist and Hindu cultures, the
symmetrical patterns of a mandala are often used
as a map to an imaginary palace that is
contemplated during meditation. Our sterling silver
mandala pendant is hand-tooled by artisans in
Nepal’s Kathmandu Valley, and set with a garnet
cabochon at its center. It is a striking conversation
piece that can be appreciated for its traditional
spiritual symbolism as well as its remarkable
craftsmanship. Adjustable from 16" to 20" long.
#72689 Silver and Garnet Mandala Necklace $75.00
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PRODUCTS INSPIRED BY MORE THAN A

CENTURY OF EXPLORATION
See inside for a wide range of items for travel and cultural exploration.

Inspired by the

Discover

ALTIPLANO

SOUTH AMERICA
Once a great Inca city, Machu Picchu had been
all but forgotten until the early 20th century. In
1911, local Peruvians led archaeologist Hiram
Bingham to Machu Picchu’s ruins, and his
landmark research at the site was rewarded
with the very first National Geographic
archaeological grant. Now, nearly a century
and more than 350 grants and expeditions
later, our connection with the ancient cultures
and breathtaking landscapes of the Andean
Altiplano continues.

Your Purchases Make a Difference
All of your purchases help support the
National Geographic mission of education,
research, exploration, and conservation of
our cultural and natural resources.

Inspired by our history of exploration, we
recently spent time in Peru’s and Bolivia’s family
workshops and village markets. There,
indigenous Quechua and Aymara craftsmen
pay homage to their Inca and Tiwanaku
heritage through handmade objects often
created using the techniques of their
ancestors. We hope you enjoy these
remarkable treasures, and please remember
that your purchases help support the National
Geographic mission, including the conservation
of our shared cultural resources.

B. Inca Flower Earrings
These sterling silver earrings were inspired by
carvings of Kantuta flowers—the sacred flower
of the Inca—on the Iglesia de San Francisco
church in La Paz, Bolivia. The church is one of
the city’s landmarks of baroque-mestizo
architecture, a style that combines indigenous
traditions with designs from Spanish colonial art.
Collaborating with Andean silversmiths, the
Bolivian designer is able to transform his
sketches into wearable art. 1 3/4"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

With kind regards,

#72547 Bolivian Inca Flower Earrings $48.00
B

D

D. Andean Leather Travel Jacket
When your itinerary takes you to cooler climates, reach for this Andean leather
travel jacket. A classic addition to your travel wardrobe, the rich, dark brown
leather is partially lined with pure alpaca wool for a bit of extra warmth. Designed
by Bolivian artisans to have the extra pockets that travelers need, including two
front patch pockets, an inside secured passport pocket, and a generous flap
pocket for your wallet and room key. Handmade in Bolivia. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Rebecca Martin
Director, Expeditions Council

#72621 Andean Leather Travel Jacket $349.00
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

C

C. Bolivian Suede Tote With Tapestry

A

A. Bolivian Alpaca Rainbow Shawl
National Geographic Andes Book

160 pages. © 2001

For generations the indigenous women of Bolivia have wrapped themselves in
hand-loomed shawls created from alpaca wool dyed the colors of the
Altiplano. This lightweight alpaca shawl is the same indigenous garment,
created in an artisan workshop in La Paz using a traditional palette of colored
stripes. By tradition, the artisans recycle every last bit of yarn left on the end
of a spindle. 100% alpaca. Colors may vary. Dry clean only. Woven on hand
looms in Bolivia. Approximately 24"W x 68"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#06430C National Geographic Andes Book $50.00

#72548 Bolivian Alpaca Rainbow Shawl $48.00

In gorgeous color photographs, National
Geographic photographer Pablo Corral Vega
documents the people and cultures of the
Andes mountain range. A limited number
of copies are available. Hardcover. 11" x 11".
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Using a centuries-old technique, Bolivian
families weave mantas—beautiful woolen
textiles in geometric patterns—for use as
bedding and apparel. Today, artisans take pieces
of vintage mantas and frame them in soft suede
and durable leather to create these beautiful
totes. Each features zip closure and roomy
interior compartment with cell phone and
sunglasses pockets. As each manta is unique,
please expect some variation in color and
pattern. Handmade in Bolivia. Handles are 15 1/2"L.
14"W x 11 3/4"H x 3 1/2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72047 Bolivian Suede Tote $78.00
Choose Red (RD) or Brown (BR). See page 4 for
Goldenrod (GD).

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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I N T R I C AT E D E S I G N S F R O M

E. Bolivian Suede and Manta Jacket

E, G

The Aymara live in a land of rich and deep cultural
traditions, and like many of Bolivia’s indigenous
peoples are direct descendants of the pre-Inca
Tiwanaku culture. This suede jacket is accented
at the pocket with a piece of vintage manta, a
traditional woven textile made by the Aymara.
An exquisite example of the attention to detail
that exemplifies Bolivian crafts, the jacket is finely
handmade by local artisans, and the luxuriously soft
suede is accented with traditional alpaca fringe.
Please expect some variation in the manta pieces.
Button closure. Lined. NGS EXCLUSIVE

INDIGENOUS ARTISANS
A Way to Share Their Culture With the World

B. Bolivian Suede Tote With Tapestry
Using a centuries-old technique, Bolivian
families weave mantas—beautiful woolen
textiles in geometric patterns—for use as
bedding and apparel. Today, artisans take
pieces of vintage mantas and frame them
in soft suede and durable leather to
create these beautiful totes. Features zip
closure and roomy interior compartment
with cell phone and sunglasses pockets.
As each manta is unique, please expect
some variation in color and pattern.
Handmade in Bolivia. Handles are 15 1/2"L.

#72620 Bolivian Suede Jacket $228.00
Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

F. Bolivian Tiwanaku Scarf
For more than 500 years beginning around
200 B.C., the pre-Inca Tiwanaku culture thrived in
what is now the Bolivian Altiplano. This culture
was characterized by large stone sculptures,
ceramics, and carvings—all made with a distinctive,
abstract style that defines this Andean prehistoric
art. Our 100% alpaca scarf incorporates ancient
Tiwanaku iconography and is handmade in Bolivia
by local artisans. 7 1/2"W x 68"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

14"W x 11 3/4"H x 3 1/2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72047 Bolivian Suede Tote $78.00
Choose Goldenrod (GD), or see page 3 for Red
(RD) or Brown (BR).

#72611 Tiwanaku Alpaca Scarf $48.00

D. São Paulo Mouth-blown
Art Glass Vase

F

In the 13th century, Venetian
glassblowers were forced to move to
the island of Murano to keep their trade
secrets under wraps. By the early 20th
century, many had migrated throughout
the world, including to São Paulo, Brazil.
There, third-generation master
glassblower Antonio Carlos creates
this sweeping and substantial art glass
vase, keeping the culture of his
ancestors alive while drawing inspiration
from the South American landscape.
Approximately 6"W x 11 1/2"H x 3"D.

#72424 São Paulo Glass Vase $128.00
A

C

A. Himalayan Wool Shawl

C. Fulani Earrings

The unique geometric design of this
generous shawl is native to the Kulu
valley of northern India, which was
once known as Kulanthpitha, meaning
”the end of the habitable world.”
Weavers in small workshops use fine
wool to create these luxurious shawls.
Dry clean. Handmade in India.

This traditional West African jewelry is
created by Fulani craftsmen in Mali.
One of the largest groups of nomadic
herders in Africa, the Fulani customarily
wore their wealth in the form of gold
jewelry that they could carry with them
at all times. Based on a design that has
been worn for centuries, our lightweight
earrings are handcrafted from hammered
brass that is plated with bright 24-karat
gold. 12-karat gold hinged earwires.

40"W x 80"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72048 Himalayan Wool Shawl $68.00

D

G. Handcrafted Chilean Jewelry

G

Meticulously handmade from start to finish by
Chilean artisans, this ensemble places hand-cut
turquoise, obtained from the Andes mountains,
in stunning sterling silver settings. Its elegant
simplicity recalls the motifs of the ancient Aztec,
whose tradition held that turquoise brought
prosperity. Made in Chile. Necklace is 20"L.
Earrings are 1"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73563 Chilean Necklace $235.00
#73564 Chilean Earrings $42.00
Set of Necklace and Earrings $245.00

Approximately 1 1/2"L.

#72543 Fulani Tribal Earrings $65.00
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Nasca Lines of Peru

ANCIENT ARTS AND
BOLD DESIGNS FROM THE

Peru’s coastal Sechura desert is crisscrossed with short

PERUVIAN
HIGHLANDS

rivers and dotted with towns both large and small, but its
most unique feature can be seen only from the sky.
In the early days of air travel, pilots spotted massive
designs drawn in the earth—images of animals, insects,
and abstract geometric patterns. These geoglyphs, some

Your Purchases
Make a Difference

almost 1,000 feet long, were created by the Nasca people
between 600 and 200 B.C. Though their purpose remains a
mystery, some experts suggest that they are giant

All of your purchases help support the
National Geographic mission of education,
research, exploration, and conservation
of our cultural and natural resources.

ritualistic drawings to thank the gods for the water that
came from the Andes; others think they were “walking
temples” where many worshippers would tread the same
pattern over and over, carving it into the ground.

E. Floral Embroidered Alpaca Cardigan
Celebrating the rich natural heritage of the Andes, the
floral embroidery of this alpaca cardigan pays tribute
to the artisan’s homeland of Tarma, Peru. Tarma is a
rural area where the highlands, the Amazon rain
forest, and the valley of flowers all merge, and it is
where artisans continue the generations-old knitting
tradition of their families. Alpaca blend. Dry clean only.
Handmade in Peru. NGS EXCLUSIVE

A

A. Peruvian Reverse-glass Mirror
The ancient art of reverse-glass painting was brought to
Peru by Spaniards in the 15th century. Local artisans
emulated the style found on mirrors and other Spanish
household objects, and with time their style evolved until
it became recognized as a Peruvian tradition. This mirror is
a gorgeous functional example of this traditional art form.

#72576 Floral Embroidered Alpaca Cardigan $158.00
Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

16 1/2"W x 20 1/2"L x 2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72573 Peruvian Reverse-glass Mirror $95.00

D. Peruvian Reverse-glass Tray
Reverse painting on glass is a meticulous process where layers of paint are
applied in reverse order to the back of a piece of glass. When complete it
is installed over a piece of gilded wood, adding a rich dimension to the
design. The art requires a steady hand and many years of study and
practice. Popular in Europe during the Renaissance, the tradition was
brought to Peru by the Spanish. It has evolved in Peru to include elements
of the natural environment, such as the Kantuta flowers gracing this tray.
22 1/2"W x 13 3/4"L x 2 1/2"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE

B. Ceramic Chulucana Birds
One of the richest pre-Columbian cultures, the Vicus
developed an elaborate pottery technique that has come
to be known as the Chulucana style. Today, talented
artisans follow ancient tradition as they form, smoke,
polish, and then carefully hand-paint this family of doves.
Captivating with their colorful intensity and elegant
design, the pieces stand as a symbol of peaceful
traditions, and their creation is a spiritual practice for the
artists. Handcrafted in Peru. Mother dove is 3 1/2"W x 3 1/2"H x

C

#72578 Peruvian Reverse-glass Tray $85.00

F

C. Nasca Hummingbird Pima Cotton Shirt

D

F. Wari Ceramic Plate

Discovered in the 1920s when aerial views first became possible,
the Nasca lines are geoglyphs covering 400 square miles of the
desert plateaus of southern Peru. As early as 600 B.C., the Nasca
created these earth etchings possibly as signs of gratitude toward
the gods. This incredibly soft long-sleeved shirt reproduces local
artist Yolanda Caruso’s favorite Nasca etching of a hummingbird.
Machine wash. Made in Peru of high-quality 100% Peruvian
pima cotton. NGS EXCLUSIVE

This decorative plate by Peruvian master ceramist
Percy Paucar incorporates patterns and motifs from
the pre-Inca Wari culture. The Wari were a highly
advanced civilization that ruled the Andes region for
about 400 years, until A.D. 1000. Handmade in
Paucar’s family studio, where he learned his craft from
his parents and grandparents. For decorative use only.

#72615 Nasca Hummingbird Pima Cotton Shirt $55.00

#72577 Wari Ceramic Plate $48.00

11 1/2" diameter. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Choose Blue (BL) or Orange (OR).
Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

5"D. Baby doves are 1 1/2"W x 2"H x 2 3/4"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72574 Ceramic Chulucana Birds $65.00
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National Geographic Illuminated Globes
National Geographic
Presents the
Eighth Edition
of the World’s
Finest Atlas
A. Combining state-of-the-art
cartographic technology with dynamic
and diverse cultural content, our
award-winning atlas was more than a
year in the making. It was developed
using advanced Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), satellite
imagery, and shuttle radar mapping.
This is the first time that a fully global
data set was available to our
cartographers, enabling them to put
together the most technologically
advanced and precise atlas we’ve ever
created. Features of our latest atlas
include...
Create a family heirloom!
Have your hardcover atlas personalized
with custom gold foil embossing.
For ordering information, please call.

The Envoy, our
14"-diameter globe,
is 39" high with a
walnut-finished
wood base and
5,000 place-names.

B. Truly unique, these state-of-the-art globes are created by our own legendary
cartographers using a special process that combines 17 separate layers of rich color
printing with specially developed materials, resulting in virtually unbreakable and infinitely
detailed spheres. Plus, with our exclusive illumination feature you get two globes in one.
With the light off, your globe shows a wealth of political data and place-names, all printed
in the patented, easily readable National Geographic typeface. Turn the light on, and the
physical world is suddenly revealed as meticulously hand-drawn mountains, valleys,
vegetation zones, and ocean floors appear. Each heirloom-quality globe features our
unique cord-concealing innovation (the cord runs through the base) and comes with a
lifetime guarantee, a certificate of authenticity, and a booklet on globemaking.

• 15,000 changes made between the
Seventh and the Eighth Editions.
• More than 400 full-color maps
and charts.
• A comprehensive, cross-referenced
index of 140,000 place-names.

Unique coverage of
remote corners of the
world and beyond,
including new information
from the Hubble telescope
and Mars rovers

#20422C Envoy $499.00 #20443C Explorer $199.00 #20420C Quest $279.00

• A detailed appendix of reference
information, such as foreign terms,
metric conversions, time zones, and
temperature statistics.

First-time-ever use of the
oblique view of satellite
images, giving readers a
sense of the threedimensional view from space
The physical and natural world section covers topics
such as evolution of the Earth, climate and weather,
oceans, and the biosphere and biodiversity.

GO INTERACTIVE.
Also receive access to our interactive website,
featuring impressive technology that enables
users to create customized views of many maps
in the atlas. The unique site also contains
animations that zoom in on famous world
landmarks, and a printable map-update
capability to keep this atlas forever current.
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The Explorer 12"-diameter globe
stands 17" high and features a wood
base and 3,500 place-names.

Our Quest globe is
12" in diameter and
stands 21" tall. It
features a solid
brass base and
3,500 place names.

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647

• The unique Ehlermann binding,
which enables the atlas to open
completely flat so that no
information is lost in the center.
Our Eighth Edition Atlas of the
World is published with the highest
production quality and is the most
accurate—and most thorough—
volume of its kind. The hardcover
edition is protected by an elegant
slipcase. 12 1/2" x 18 1/2". 416 pages. © 2005
#07543C National Geographic Eighth
Edition Atlas Hardcover with Slipcase
$165.00 (Members $150.00)
#07542C National Geographic Eighth
Edition Atlas Softcover
$125.00 (Members $99.00)
#73741C Personalized National Geographic
Eighth Edition Atlas Hardcover with Slipcase
$185.00 (Members $170.00)
Please allow an extra week for personalized
orders to ship.

C. 110 Years of Maps on CD-ROM
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC magazine is renowned
for its superb map supplements, and now
you can own every single one we published
from 1889 through 1999. Around the world,
through history, and across the universe, it’s
all here on eight CD-ROMs that offer
impressive search functions; an array of
viewing options; and thematic tours of the
world that feature audio, video, and National
Geographic photos. For Windows 95/98/ME systems
®

Our world mural map can
dramatically fill any 110"W x 76"L space.

D. World Mural Map
It may be the most impressive map we’ve ever made. We’ve taken our award-winning
classic map of the world and blown it up to extraordinary mural size, where every inch
represents 206 miles. Endowed with the same cartographic detail, accuracy,
and artistry for which our other maps are known, three durable, latexcoated panels can adhere like wallpaper. Featuring Winkel Tripel
projection, which minimizes distortions; and informational insets.

with a CD-ROM drive.

#22007C World Mural Map, Blue Ocean $99.95

#73069 National Geographic Maps CD-ROM $29.95

#20082C World Mural Map, Earth-toned $99.95

www.ShopNG.org
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D. Egyptian Mother-of-pearl Inlaid Boxes

AN ASSORTMENT OF OBJECTS FOR

Intricate inlay work has been practiced in the
Middle East for more than 4,500 years. These
beech-wood boxes are inlaid with hundreds of
hand-cut pieces of iridescent mother-of-pearl
and re-create an arabesque design from the
seventh century. Lined with red velvet, they
make excellent jewelry boxes or striking desk
accessories. Handmade in Egypt. Small: 4"W x

GEOGRAPHIC
EXPLORATION

Inspiration for continued learning

2"H x 2 3/4"D. Large: 5 1/2"W x 2 1/4"H x 3 1/2"D.
NGS EXCLUSIVE

E

#72252 Small Egyptian Inlaid Box $19.00
#72253 Large Egyptian Inlaid Box $32.00
Set of Two Boxes $45.00

D

A. Our Richly Detailed Globe Features
Our Legendary Cartography
Showcasing National Geographic’s renowned
accuracy and printed on a special material
that ensures the details never wear off, this
globe is a virtually unbreakable masterpiece.
The Adventure tabletop globe stands 13 3/4"
high and features impeccable accuracy, nearly
3,500 place-names, wearproof surface, and
wood stand, all in a custom 10 1/2"-diameter
size that creates an elegant display on
bookshelf or desk. Certificate of authenticity
and an informative booklet included.

E. Bolivian Alpaca Sweater

#20439C Adventure Tabletop Globe $99.00

Your Purchases
Make a Difference
All of your purchases help support
the National Geographic mission
of education, research, exploration,
and conservation of our cultural
and natural resources.

B. Exclusive Framed Editions of Beautiful National Geographic Maps
Our cartographers are renowned for their accurate and beautifully detailed
maps. Two of our most popular and unique maps, the Satellite Image
of the World map and the earth-toned political World map, are available in
high-quality framed editions. Satellite Image of the World is 45 1/2"W x 32 1/2"L.
World map is 48"W x 32 1/2"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73736 Framed Satellite World Map $139.95

#72068 Men’s Bolivian Alpaca Sweater $148.00

#73734 Framed Political World Map $139.95

Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

Choose a light (LT) or dark (DK) wood frame. Allow 2–4 weeks for delivery.

C. National Geographic Almanac of
World History
From the first civilizations to the 21st century,
this wide-ranging, compulsively readable book
chronicles the major events of world history—
great ages and monumental events; the rise and
fall of cultures; names, dates, and statistics; and
stories galore. With an introduction by Douglas
Brinkley, it is designed as an authoritative
reference that’s also irresistible to browse, a
brilliant blend of narrative, analysis, detailed
facts, and visual variety, including sidebars, time
lines, and more than 200 maps and illustrations.
Softcover. 7 5/8" x 9 1/2". 385 pages. © 2006

In the Bolivian Andes, talented artisans
spin alpaca fiber into a soft and durable yarn,
and through their weaving, translate their
traditional ancient patterns into contemporary
style. The bright earth tones and patterns of
this particularly soft and breathable threeseason sweater are adapted from a 3,000year-old fabric. Hand-wash or dry clean only.
Entirely handmade in Bolivia of pure alpaca
wool. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Made from solid brass
with precision optics.

Full-size,
adjustable
mahogany
tripod with
brass fittings

F. National Geographic Heirloom Brass Telescope
From the golden age of exploration comes this elegant example of the telescopic
arts. With its powerful magnification abilities and exacting distortion-free image
reproduction, the distinctions that separate this special tool from ordinary telescopes
will be instantly apparent. Glowing solid brass with a mahogany tripod and solid
brass fittings combine to create a working heirloom that’s far more than a decorative
focal point for the home or office. Inside its history-inspired design, 50-mm
achromatic coated lenses and precision optics pull in a brilliant, correctly oriented
view of distant objects. Ideal for watching the horizon for distant ships, viewing the
stunning beauty of the craters of our moon and the four largest moons of Jupiter, or
gazing down the valley for roaming wildlife. Brass surfaces are treated with
antitarnish clear coat for a long, lustrous life. 43"W x 60 1/2"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72103 National Geographic Heirloom Brass Telescope $349.00

#55911C Almanac of World History Softcover $24.00
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THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
TRAVEL COLLECTION
Classic yet functional clothing and gear
A. National Geographic Ultimate Travel Jacket
More than a century of travel and exploration
experience went into the creation of our
classic travel jacket. A great layering piece
made from a cotton/spandex blend, it is
treated with the unique and highly
breathable 3XDRY water-repellent,
stain-resistant, quick-drying, and
antimicrobial finish. Features include
elbow patches; leather cuffs and
trim; reinforced shoulders; and
20 pockets, including zippered front
pockets with detachable key-ring
holder, chest pocket with ID clip,
and 7 zippered interior pockets for
storing passports, digital cameras,
and other travel necessities. Includes
a headphone-wire tunneling system
and headphone pockets. Generously
sized. 98% cotton/2% spandex.
Machine wash. Imported.

Multiple pockets,
including secret
security pockets
3XDRY finish makes it quick-drying, waterrepellent, stain-resistant, and breathable.

B. National Geographic Ultimate Travel Shirt
Put through the challenges of our explorer-testing
process by National Geographic photographer David
Alan Harvey, this solid-weave cotton travel shirt is the
ultimate in versatility. It features two front pockets that
hide secret zippered security pockets inside, great for
storing travel documents. Plus, rainy or wet conditions
are no problem as this shirt has our unique 3XDRY
finish, making it not only breathable and quick-drying
but also water- and stain-repellent as well. The finish
also works to wick away moisture so you stay
comfortable as temperatures heat up. With roll-up
sleeves, sleeve tabs, and underarm gussets.
100% cotton. Machine wash. Imported.

#72324 National Geographic Ultimate
Travel Jacket $149.00
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

Features 20 pockets, including
7 zippered pockets, to hold all of
your travel necessities.

PLEASE GO ONLINE TO SEE EVEN
MORE GREAT TRAVEL PIECES.

National Geographic
Canvas Luggage

#72347 Ultimate Travel Shirt $65.00
While on location in San Miguel, Mexico, National Geographic
photographer David Alan Harvey wears our Ultimate Travel Shirt.

Choose Navy (NV) or Stone (ST).
Men‘s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46).

Based on the experiences of our explorers,
and featuring classic styling and supreme
functionality, the new line of National
Geographic luggage combines the best of
the golden age of travel with modern details.
With plenty of interior and exterior pockets
for keeping your travel essentials and
personal items organized, the water-resistant
and sturdy, lightly waxed cotton canvas
construction keeps everything protected
while en route. And details like soft leather
trim and brass-finished hardware never lose
their appeal. With padded, adjustable
shoulder straps and handles for comfort.
The 2,200-cubic-inch carry-on weekender bag is 20"W
x 14"H x 8"D; the rolling duffel bag has a 4,300-cubicinch capacity and is 27"W x 11 1/2"H x 14"D.
NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72524 Weekender Bag $169.00
#72523 Rolling Duffel Bag $269.00
Save 20% on the Set of Both Pieces $349.00

D. G-Shock Solar Atomic Watch
Keeps Ultra-accurate Time

Also available
in Black.

C. Leather Money Belt
For peace of mind while traveling, keep your money
safely tucked away into this flexible leather travel belt.
An extra-long zipper along the inside of the belt allows
easy access to your cash when you need it. This design
holds more cash than other belts, with room for as many
as 15 bills or as much as $1,500. Soft nubuck leather
with silver-plated solid brass buckle is as attractive as the
belt is travel-worthy. Imported. 1 1/4"W.

Brought to our attention by
legendary National Geographic
photographer David Alan
Harvey and his two National
Geographic filmmaker sons,
Bryan and Erin, who have been
wearing G-Shock watches for
years. Shock-resistant and ultraaccurate, the watch receives signals
from the U.S. atomic clock in
Colorado. Featuring time settings for
as many as 30 different cities
worldwide, it is ideal for travelers who need
rugged dependability on the go. Backlit display. Waterresistant to 600 feet. Solar-rechargeable battery. Resin band.
#73345 G-Shock Solar Atomic Watch $99.95

#72450 Leather Money Belt $45.00
Choose Black (BK) or Brown (BR). Sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40.
Order one size larger than pant size.
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A C O L L E C T I O N O F T R AV E L E S S E N T I A L S F O R

Thyme

Brown

WHEREVER YOUR
ADVENTURES TAKE YOU
B

B. La Paz Alpaca Sweater
This geometric sweater is a fine example of the
3,500-year-old alpaca wool tradition of the Andes.
In La Paz, Aymara artisans work with patterns that have
belonged to their culture for millennia. More than 20
shades of superfine alpaca wool blend in a generously
sized, cool-weather highland pullover handmade from the
most insulating natural material on Earth. 100% alpaca.
Hand-wash or dry clean. Made in Bolivia. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72559 La Paz Alpaca Sweater $148.00
Men's sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), and XL (46–48).

E. Three-season Micro-suede Travel Jacket Resists Rain
You’ll stay comfortable in all kinds of conditions with this machinewashable travel jacket. A lightweight surface of supersoft micro-suede
repels water while two front slash pockets, inner cell phone pocket, and
zippered inner security pocket keep valuables safe. Wrinkles hang out
after unpacking, and machine washability means ultimate easy care.
With corozo buttons, adjustable cuffs, and elastic waist. Imported.
#73478 Micro-suede Travel Jacket $99.95
National Geographic
Ventures President, Tim Kelly

A. National Geographic Bolivian Leather Travel Briefcase

Choose Thyme (TY) or Brown (BR). Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

D. All-weather Mini-binoculars Are Perfect for
Close-up Viewing on the Go

An essential piece of travel luggage, this beautiful artisan-crafted
briefcase is made in Bolivia from the finest llama leather, which is
known for its softness and durability. With a classic design that
brings to mind images of 19th-century explorers, the leather will
only get better-looking with time. Features brass hardware, doublereinforced closures, multiple organizer pockets, a secure file pouch,
and a detachable carrying strap. 15"W x 11"H x 5"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

At only 6 1/2 ounces, our new water- and fogproof,
rubber-armored binoculars are ideal for tossing in
your backpack whenever and wherever you travel.
Individually focusing eyepieces and multicoated
lenses increase contrast and resolution and bring
birds, wildlife, and other sights six times as close.
Field of view is 392 feet at 1,000 yards. Focuses
on subjects as close as 10 feet. Includes soft case
and National Geographic’s Bird Migration wall map.

#72617 National Geographic Bolivian Leather Travel Briefcase $198.00

1 1/3"W x 3"H x 4 1/3"D. 6 1/2 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE

A

#72614 National Geographic Mini-binoculars $54.95

C. Slip-on Travel Shoes Let You Explore More

F. Shortwave Field Radio Receives Broadcasts From
Around the Globe

The art of traveling is the ability to move between situations
without missing a beat. And with these slip-on shoes, you can
go from walking the cobblestoned streets of a foreign land to
attending an evening cultural event with ease. With a built-in
air-cushioning system that helps prevent soreness, a moistureabsorbing antimicrobial EVA foam foot bed, and a leg fatiguereducing midsole designed to allow you to roam farther and see
more. Easy-to-clean full-grain leather. Rubber outsoles. Imported.

Using reliable shortwave radios, National Geographic explorers have
stayed in touch on remote expeditions since the Society’s early days.
With this retro-styled field radio, you can do the same. The highly
sensitive tuning allows precision in the individual bass, treble, and
RF gain controls. Tune into the full AM and FM frequency range, or
scan the continuous global shortwave coverage for broadcasts from
the other side of the world. LCD readout, line level output, built-in
antennas, alarm clock, and sleep timer add extra functionality.
Includes rugged carry strap and AC adapter. Four D and four AA batteries,

#72452 Men’s Slip-on Travel Shoes $149.00
Choose Walnut (WN) or Black (BK). Men’s sizes 42–47.
European Size
U.S. Size

C
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42
8–8 1/2

43

44

45

46

not included. 12 1/2"W x 7"H x 3 1/2"D.

47

#72586 Shortwave Field Radio $99.95

9–9 1/2 10–10 1/2 11–11 1/2 12–12 1/2 13–13 1/2

Shoes run small, so if you are between two sizes, we recommend ordering
the next size up.

F

D
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A. Our Flashlight Never Needs Bulbs or Batteries
Shake this rugged LED flashlight for 30 seconds and get five minutes of
renewable illumination. Powered by a magnet and wire coil that transform
motion into electricity, using the principle of electromagnetism as explained
in our book Everyday Science Explained. Plus, this flashlight features a
second battery-powered LED for instant, long-lasting light. Use them
together or separately. Water- and shockproof case has a molded rubber
grip to resist slipping. The superbright LEDs last for 100,000 hours each.

Power this flashlight with
a simple shaking motion
or batteries.

File folder pocket

Water bottle
pocket

Zippered main
compartment with
an interior cell
phone pocket

Three AA batteries, not included. 2 1/2"W x 10 1/4"L x 2 1/2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72096 National Geographic Self-powered LED Flashlight $35.00

B. Carabiner Clip Watch With LED Micro-light
Equipped with a powerful LED micro-light, this clever explorer’s
watch has a built-in carabiner that clips right onto belt loops,
packs, and more to keep both the time and a light source
within instant reach as you travel. Luminescent hands and hour
markers provide visibility in all kinds of conditions. Waterresistant to 100 feet. Battery included. 1 1/2"W x 3"L x 1/4"D. 3 oz.

F. Our Exclusive Travel Tote
Carries It All
Our exclusive travel-tough tote bag
holds and sorts what you need for
any outing yet still leaves room for
treasures found along the way.
Made from a lightweight and
rugged brushed-nylon canvas, it’s
even sturdy enough to be checked
as baggage at airports. It features
an oversize main compartment
with a water-resistant lining, cellphone pocket, and zip-top collar.
Outside, you’ll find three zip and
three open pockets. Made in U.S.A.
13"W x 15"H x 6"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73807 National Geographic
Ultimate Travel Tote $54.95
Choose Avocado (AV) or Blue (BL).

#72310 Mini Clip Micro-light $39.95
Choose Blue (BL), Green (GR), or Orange (OR).

Multiple pockets keep
essentials organized.

FOR WORLD TRAVELERS

UNIQUE TOOLS
D. Palm-size Digital Shortwave
Travel Radio

Keeps valuables
safely hidden.

C. Pocketed
Security Socks
For peace of mind when traveling in
unfamiliar territory, smart travelers protect
their valuables. These unique travel socks
contain a zippered pocket that securely
hides your credit cards, cash, keys, and ID
for pickpocket-free travel. Made from
high-grade combed cotton for superior
softness, each formfitting sock has a
nonravel top to prevent sliding and an
impact-absorbing, double-cushioned heel
and sole for all-day comfort. Machine
wash. Imported. 12"L.

Stay in touch with news broadcasts from
Belgium to Botswana when you carry this
lightweight radio. All the features of a fullsize shortwave radio are packed into this new
travel-friendly version without sacrificing
precision digital tuning. Just enter the
frequency directly via the keypad or explore
with auto-scan. Two hundred programmable
memory buttons let you keep track of AM,
FM, and SW favorites as you find them. With
a sleep timer and snooze alarm, this is the
ultimate travel clock radio. Digital display.
Two AA batteries, included. 5"W x 3"H x 1 1/4"D. 7 oz.

#72590 Digital Shortwave Travel Radio $99.95

#72256 Set of Three Pairs of
Zip-It Travel Socks $29.95
One size fits men’s shoe sizes 6–12 and
women’s 8–13.
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Sturdy canvas and zippered opening make
it rugged enough to check as baggage.

Multilayer
construction

Sizes
S
M
ML
L
XL

Women’s
6 1/2–7 1/2
8–9
9 1/2–10 1/2
11–12
12 1/2–14

Men’s
5 1/2–6 1/2
7–8
8 1/2–9 1/2
10–11
11 1/2–13

E. National Geographic Back Roads
Explorer CD-ROM
Take the road less traveled with our
CD-ROM set, and span the terrain
stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacific
Ocean. Functioning as a digital road atlas
of the U.S. that allows you to zoom in
on regions of interest, it is created from
nationwide seamless, 1:100,000-scale
(1:250,000 in Hawaii and Alaska) USGS
topographic maps with an up-to-date
overlay of streets and roads. Search for
more than a million points of interest,
and customize and print photo-quality
maps. Plus, now you can view any
map in 3-D or do a 3-D fly-through.
GPS-compatible with Garmin, Magellan,
Lowrance, and Eagle. 18 CD-ROMs.
PC and Mac® compatible.

H. Traveler’s 16-language Translator
Ready for adventure throughout the
world, this pocket translator and learning
aid can handle virtually any situation.
A two-line LCD screen translates more
than 320,000 words and 32,000 useful
phrases in English, German, French,
Spanish, Italian, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic,
Portuguese, Russian, Swedish, Norwegian,
Dutch, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean.
With currency converter, calculator,
database for appointments and contacts,
and 200-city world time travel alarm.
Batteries included. 5"W x 1/2"H x 3 1/4"L. 4 oz.

#72095 16-language Translator $69.95

G. Shock-absorbing,
Self-molding Foot Beds
The very latest in technology combines three
separate layers of impact resistance with a
shock-absorbing surface that remolds itself
around your feet every time you wear these
foot beds. A top layer of slow-recovery foam
customizes itself to foot contours. Heel, arch,
mid-foot, and ball-zone pads deliver tailored
stabilization, support, and shock absorption.
Helps alleviate plantar fasciitis and heel pain.
#73816 Custom-molding Foot Beds $49.95
Sizes S, M, ML, L, XL. May need to trim insoles to fit.

I. Women’s Stainless Steel Water
Watch Is Ideal for the World Traveler
Combining performance features with a
sophisticated look, this is the perfect watch
for every destination, from museum
hopping in Washington, D.C., to kayaking
in Maine. An abrasion-resistant cover,
luminescent hands and hour markers, a
rotating bezel, and water resistance to a
depth of 330' make this an ideal watch,
no matter where the day takes you. Batteries
included. 1/2"W. Adjustable length. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72445 Women’s Water Watch $85.00

#20118C Back Roads Explorer $49.95

www.ShopNG.org
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ESSENTIALS FOR THE

SAVVY TRAVELER
A. Convertible Wallet Bag

Also available
in Black.

This ingenious travel bag holds so
much so well that you can leave
your wallet behind. The bag
features a zip front pocket,
phone and PDA pockets, and
a zip interior with three zip
compartments to keep items
secure on your travel adventures.
Slightly larger than a paperback
novel, it is designed to be worn
across your body, as a shoulder
bag or waist pack, or even
attached to your belt. Waterresistant nylon. Imported.

Extra-long, adjustable strap allows you to
wear the bag across your body for extra
security. Multiple pockets keep your
documents organized and accessible.

9"W x 7"H x 3"D. 14 oz.

#73810 Convertible Wallet Bag $49.95
Choose Periwinkle Blue (BL), Khaki (KH),
Red (RD), or Black (BK).

B. TSA-approved Luggage Locks

E. Streamlined Leather Travel Bag Keeps You Organized

C. Unique Compression Socks
Maintain Circulation on Long Flights
Sitting for hours on long flights
can cause even healthy feet and legs
to swell, which can be uncomfortable
and potentially lead to negative side effects.
The engineered weave of these therapeutic
socks is designed to help prevent this swelling
by delivering graduated amounts of
compression from toe to calf to stimulate
circulation. Made with Coolmax® fibers to
deliver a superior fit while keeping feet dry and
comfortable for extended periods. Machine wash.
Made in Italy.
#73546 Travel Socks $29.95
Set of Two $54.95

Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) rules allow inspectors to break
luggage locks to inspect checked
luggage, but that doesn’t mean
you have to leave your baggage
unlocked and vulnerable. Developed
in association with the TSA, these
luggage locks feature a combination
lock for your personal access, as well
as a lock mechanism—to which only
the TSA holds the key. A security
window indicates if your bags have
been accessed by TSA agents.
1 1/8"W x 2"H x 1/2"D.

#73567 Set of Two TSA Luggage Locks
$18.95
Choose Red (RD), Blue (BL), or Pewter (PW).
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Choose Khaki (KH), Black (BK), or Navy (NV).
Sizes S, M, L.

D. Talking Translator Puts a Dozen Languages at Your Fingertips
This lightweight, palm-size talking translator is an
essential for world travelers. It speaks and displays
more than 240,000 words and 27,000 phrases on
a larger-than-average, backlit screen with easy-toread characters. For non-Roman languages, English
transliterations help with pronunciation. More
than just a language tool, it also includes metric
and currency converters, world clock with
alarm, voice recorder, phone book, calculator,
and calendar. Languages: English, Spanish,
French, Italian, German, Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Arabic, Hebrew, Greek.

Sizes

Men’s

Women’s

S
M
L

3–6
6 1/2–9 1/2
10–13

4–7
7 1/2–11

Made from soft, full-grain leather, our durable travel bag
keeps your necessities safe and organized. With zip closures,
an exterior pocket for cell phone or glasses, a security pocket
that protects your important documents, and an adjustable
strap that can be worn across the body for added security, it’s
the perfect bag for the savvy traveler. Folds flat for packing.
Made in Bolivia. 11"W x 11"H x 2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#79258 Traveler Bag $129.95 (Members $119.95)

Also available in Navy.

National Geographic photographer Amy Toensing
on location in Costa Rica

Strong, durable,
and lightweight
ABS honeycomb
frame

Made from tearand water-resistant
ballistic nylon

Choose Black (BK), Red (RD), Green (GR), Cinnamon (CN), or Blue (BL).

Supertough bag
resists abrasion
and corrosion.

F. Expandable Rolling Suitcases Designed With
Input From Our Travel Experts
Even we were surprised at how much would fit in these efficient,
expandable rolling suitcases. Designed with the on-the-go
traveler in mind, a spacious interior offers two zippered pouches,
clothing tie-down straps, and a zippered garment-cover
compartment that can easily transport many days’ worth of
clothes. Other features are a hideaway locking extension handle,
in-line skate wheels, internal and external straps, and top and
side handles with comfort grips for added convenience. Each
shell is tear-, abrasion-, and water-resistant ballistic nylon, and
each honeycomb frame is incredibly lightweight for easier, more
efficient transport. Imported. Large suitcase is 17"W x 11"D x 26"H with
4,950-cubic-inch capacity. Carry-on suitcase is 14"W x 8"D x 22"H with 3,600cubic-inch capacity. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73332 National Geographic Large Suitcase $199.95
#73331 National Geographic Carry-on Suitcase $169.95
Luggage Set, One of Each Size $329.95
Choose Yellow/Black (YE) or Black/Black (BK).

Case and two AAA batteries, included. 3 1/4"W x 6"L x 1/2"D. 8 oz.

#72587 Voyager 12-language Talking Translator $199.95

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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B, D, E, F

CULTURAL
EXPLORATIONS

E

C. Maasai Zulu-grass Necklace

A. Indian Henna Shirt
Graced with patterns unique to the mehndi tradition from India, this longsleeved shirt is soft, lightweight, and versatile. A celebrated part of Indian folk
art and culture, the intricate mehndi patterns are created by applying henna to
the skin and are traditionally found decorating the hands and feet of a bride
before her wedding ceremony. Made from cotton with 5% spandex for
breathability and comfort. Machine wash. Made in India.
#72562 Indian Henna Shirt $45.00
Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

B. Guatemalan Floral Tapestry Bag
Maya women spend six months
weaving together the beautiful colors
and patterns of their cotton huipils,
or traditional Maya blouses. The
intricate patterns are unique to each
village and identify their myths,
history, and ethnic identity. Maya
artisans use vintage huipils to
create these gorgeous tote
bags as a way to share their
culture with the world. As
each is a one-of-a-kind
piece, please expect
variation in colors
and fabrics used.
Handmade
in Guatemala.

Kenya’s Maasai are among the most recognized
African peoples on Earth, and their beadwork is world
renowned. When drought threatened the Maasai’s
livelihood in the late 1990s, the beadwork that is part
of their cultural heritage became key to helping them
maintain their independent lifestyle. Using the
abundant grasses of the Rift Valley to create a new
type of bead material, Maasai women make Zulugrass necklaces, which help them preserve their
traditions in the face of social and environmental
threats. Sparkling with Czech glass beads, this
necklace is a vibrant, versatile, ecologically conscious,
and lightweight travel piece. Adjustable 16"L to 20"L.
#72439 Zulu-grass Necklace $38.00

D. Explorer-tested Travel Shoes From Spain
Explorer-tested and -approved, these walking
shoes have a Cuban heel with a special padded shock
system and a sculpted rocker bottom that combine to
absorb every impact and facilitate effortless walking.
Ultrasoft, hand-tanned leather uppers treated with a
unique rubbing of olive oil help prevent blisters.
A recycled rubber sole grabs the terrain for greater
traction. Metal-free, slip-off design allows you to flow
through airport security with ease. Lightly scented
with tea tree oil. Made in Spain.
#73782 Travel Clog $138.00
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Plenty of pockets for all of your travel essentials

The quilting method called
“trapunto,” which accents this
lightweight jacket, is found in
the traditional garments worn
in Nepal’s Kathmandu Valley.
Handmade from breathable
100% cotton, this colorful,
cultural travel jacket features
hidden zippered pockets that
offer a secure place to stash
valuables. With a collarless cut,
front patch pockets, and carved
horn buttons, it is a beautiful
way to carry the culture of the
world with you on your travels.
Machine wash. Handmade by
artisans in Nepal. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72451 Trapunto Travel Jacket $98.00
Choose Rust Orange (OR) or Cobalt
Blue (BL). Women’s sizes S (4–6),
M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16).

Soft and lightweight yet
durable cotton

Choose Tibet Red (RD) or Sienna (SN).

#73783 Mary Jane Clog $138.00
Available in Red only.
Women’s sizes 36–41.

Built-in fasteners keep pant
legs rolled up as needed.

F

F. Convertible Cotton Travel Pants Are Packed With Pockets
Sienna

Red

Tibet Red

18"W x 11"H x 5 1/2"D.

#72437 Guatemalan Floral
Tapestry Bag $68.00

E. Nepalese Travel Jacket

European Size

36

U.S. Size

6

37

38

6 1/2 7–7 1/2

39

40

41

8–8 1/2

9

9 1/2–10

Whether you’re packing for a trip to Europe or an exploration of the
Caribbean seaside, these versatile pants are the only ones you’ll need.
Multiple pockets keep travel documents secure but handy when needed.
Built-in fasteners inside each leg let you button them to various lengths as
the temperature changes, and ankle ties can keep them hiked above the
knees should a stream cross your path. Lightweight; supremely durable; and
made from a soft, garment-washed surface of 100% cotton. Dual front,
side, and back pockets. 31" inseam. Machine wash. Imported.
#72455 Women’s Convertible Cargo Pants $58.00
Choose Tan (TN) or Brown (BR). Women’s sizes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16.

www.ShopNG.org
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AN ASSORTMENT OF
FINE CRAFTS FROM THE

C

E, F

D. Himalayan Earth and Sky Necklace
In Tibet, turquoise (called gyu) and coral are two of the
most highly valued materials. Turquoise has been used as
currency, and coral is a precious trade object in this
landlocked mountainous country. Nomadic people of the
region frequently wear many pieces of turquoise and coral
jewelry at once, as spiritual protection and as a way to
keep their wealth at hand. By pairing faux versions of
these stones with carnelian and handmade nickel and
silver-plated beads, jewelers living on the Tibetan/Indian
border re-create this traditional Himalayan design. 24"L.

GLOBAL VILLAGE

#72428 Himalayan Necklace $48.00

D

A

A. Peruvian Pachamama Opal Jewelry
Considered a gift from Pachamama, the goddess of fertility, good
fortune, and nature, rich blue-green Peruvian opal was used by
native Inca in ritual and jewelry for millennia. Today a group of
artisans uses this ancient material—still revered by Quechua
Indians, descendants of the Inca—to craft versatile accessories
with a deep connection to the past and to Mother Earth. Each
stone bears the unique marks of the earth in which it was formed
and will therefore vary in color from light shades of sky blue to
darker turquoise. Each is traced with a sterling silver bezel,
believed in Peruvian mythology to be the tears of the moon.
Handmade in Peru. Necklace is 16 1/2"L and pendant is 1"W. Bracelet is
7 1/2"L. Earrings are 1"L. All measurements are approximate. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72420 Peruvian Pachamama Opal Necklace $128.00

C. Indian Reversible Jamavar Jacket

#72422 Peruvian Pachamama Opal Bracelet $58.00

Created with fabric handwoven in the small village of
Kanihama in Kashmir, this wool jamavar jacket pattern is based
on a 14th-century jacquard textile. With side-seam pockets, a
mandarin-style collar, and matching buttons, it reverses to a
cranberry-colored traditional Indian floral pattern, making it a
culturally rich and versatile travel jacket. 100% merino wool.
Dry clean only. Made in India. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72421 Peruvian Pachamama Opal Earrings $38.00

A

#72619 Reversible Jamavar Jacket $158.00
Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

E. Zardozi Embroidered Tunic
The historic threads of India’s regional textile arts come
alive in the zardozi embroidery embellishing this cotton
blouse. Zardozi, as originally practiced by men creating
fabrics for the maharajah in northern India, used fibers
of real silver and gold. Here, metallic and black stitches
trace a textured medallion of faux turquoise beads and
pearls on a white cotton tunic. Hand-wash or dry clean.
Hand-embroidered. Made in India. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72003 Zardozi Embroidered Tunic $85.00
Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16).

F. Indian Block Print Travel Skirt
Yards of lightweight cotton stretch across a long wooden
table in a textile workshop in Rajasthan. With sharp raps,
an artisan moves along the table, stamping inked carved
wooden blocks on the fabric. Centuries-old Indian textile
traditions involve embellishing fabrics with hand blockprinting. Here, this gold-hued block printing adorns a
double-layered rich chocolate brown cotton travel skirt
that looks great even after the most taxing journey. Roll
and twist it in a ball when packing, and it comes out with
the irregular folds that give the skirt its shape. Elastic
drawstring waist. Hand-wash. Made in India. NGS EXCLUSIVE

B. Silk Road Beaded Bag
Traders crossing the Silk Road through Tibet often brought prized
objects from the Mediterranean, including vibrant red coral. Paired
with local turquoise and traded cowrie shells, jewelry and decor
made from these precious objects became heirlooms passed from
mother to daughter. This petite and textured bag pays homage to
these traditions, with alternating stripes of faux versions of coral
and turquoise paired with cowrie shells, amber-colored beads, and
patterned wooden embellishments. Two small interior pockets.
Handmade in India. 9"W x 5"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72006 Silk Road Beaded Bag $48.00
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#72609 Indian Block Print Travel Skirt $48.00
Women’s sizes S (4–6, 36"L), M (8–10, 37"L), L (12–14, 38"L).
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TRADITIONAL ARTS

Handmade and Beautiful Treasures From Afar

A

A. Gold-vermeil Arabesque Earrings
Arabesque designs—repeating geometric
patterns of flowers and animals—are often
found in Middle Eastern art and architecture.
In Islamic art, these never ending patterns
symbolize a spirituality that extends beyond
the visible world. These 24-karat goldvermeil earrings pair intricate arabesque
design with a timeless chandelier style.
Handmade in Cairo. 1 1/4"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

G

G. Jade Prosperity Necklace
This impressive Chinese jade pendant is a traditional
piece of jewelry reflecting the long-established use of
symbols in China’s culture. Elegantly hard-carved by
master artisans, the pendant is composed of carvings
of two coins representing security and prosperity,
which are encircled on both the top and bottom by a
traditional design. Pendant hangs from silk cording.

#72581 Gold-vermeil Arabesque Earrings $48.00
C

Adjustable 16"L cord. Pendant is 2" diameter. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72568 Jade Prosperity Necklace $48.00

B

A, E, F, G

B. Tiwanaku Alpaca Sweater

C. Laotian Handwoven Silk Scarf

E. Reversible Nehru Travel Jacket

Near the southeastern shore of Lake
Titicaca in Bolivia lie the ruins of the
ancient city of the Tiwanaku. Designs
found on Tiwanaku pottery inspired the
geometric and floral design of this
superfine alpaca pullover, knit by Bolivian
artisans using intarsia and jacquard
techniques. Alpaca wool provides the most
durable and insulating yet lightweight
fibers available, and has been used for
clothing in the frigid Andes since ancient
times. 100% alpaca. Hand-wash or dry
clean. Made in Bolivia. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Laos is one of Southeast Asia’s most
ethnically diverse countries, with an
incredible textile tradition that goes
back many centuries. A country mostly
made up of small villages and tribes,
its culture is expressed through its folk
arts. Using locally produced silk, Tai
Daeng artisans hand-dye and weave
threads of intense green, red, gold,
and blue to create this traditional scarf
commonly worn as a belt or head
scarf. Dry clean. Handmade in Laos.

Nehru jackets have a rich historical tradition in India.
After former Prime Minister Nehru met Mahatma
Gandhi, Nehru abandoned his Western style of dress
and began wearing traditional Indian garments,
including a kurta-style jacket that came to be called the
Nehru. The solid olive green of our jacket reverses to a
traditional cinnamon red and gold Indian paisley design
inspired by textiles found in the Bharat Textile Museum
in Gujurat, India. This jacket doubles your travel
wardrobe, allowing you to be prepared for any occasion.
100% cotton. Hand-wash. Made in India. NGS EXCLUSIVE

15"W x 64"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

#72558 Tiwanaku Alpaca Sweater $138.00

#72538 Laotian Silk Scarf $55.00

#72561 Reversible Nehru Travel Jacket $98.00

F

Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16).

D

D. Mouth-blown Venetian Glass Necklace
The romance and timelessness of Italy come
together in this necklace, handcrafted in the
centuries-old tradition of glassmaking on the
island of Murano. Large, lustrous beads of
mouth-blown glass are meticulously handpainted on the inside with 24-karat gold leaf.
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E

F. Stone of Heaven Jade Bracelets
Handmade by skillful stone carvers,
these Hunan jade bracelets are
artfully created with the relief of two
dragons chasing a flaming pearl, a
traditional Chinese folk tale. Hunan
jade is often called the stone of
heaven and is thought to have
healing powers. As this is a natural
stone, the color of each will vary.

H. Mongolian
Filigree Bracelet
Mongolian filigree
is a laborious, delicate
jeweler’s art whose
lineage includes Fabergé
eggs and the trousseaux of
Qing dynasty empresses. Few
artisans in China remain who
can achieve this level of precise
detail, but by adapting these
time-honored techniques for
modern tastes, craftsmen are
able to continue making a living
through this ancient art. Here,
colorful faceted amethyst and
peridot alternate within links of
high-gloss enamel and intricate
24-karat gold-vermeil filigree to
create an accent fit for a
queen. Handmade in
China. 3/4"W x
7 1/2"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72276 Mongolian
Filigree Bracelet $165.00

2 1/2" diameter. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72570 Stone of Heaven Bracelet $35.00

26"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Choose Light Green (GR) or Brown (BR).

#79394 Multicolored Venetian Glass Necklace $158.00

Set of Two, One of Each Color $55.00

www.ShopNG.org
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FOREIGN LANDS
A living world of ancient traditions

National Geographic’s net proceeds
from the sale of Home Collection
items go to the Society’s World
Cultures Fund to support the study
and preservation of world cultures.
For more information or to see
more from this collection,
go to www.NGHome.com.

A. Nepalese Mandala Gong
Completely handcrafted by Newari artisans, this folk-art gong is
suspended between traditionally styled and colorfully painted wooden
columns crowned with a carved lotus-petal frieze. The gong itself is
carefully etched with an image of a mandala, a traditional Buddhist
symbol representing the infinite. Used by
Buddhists to punctuate ritual
meditation ceremonies, it is
made from handbeaten brass and has
a rich, deeply sonorous
and resonant sound.
Handmade in Nepal.
16"W x 16"H x 4"D.

#72542 Nepalese Gong $198.00

C

C. Personalized Egyptian Pendants
In hieroglyphic text, a cartouche was used
to eternalize the pharaoh’s name and came
to be used as an amulet. The oval ring that
surrounds the name was meant to protect
the pharaoh in the afterlife. These beautiful
cartouches can be personalized with the
name or phrase of your choosing in Egyptian
hieroglyphics. Limit of eight letters.
Handmade in Cairo. The chain is 18"L and
the pendant is approximately 1 1/2"L.

#72052 18-karat Gold Cartouche $399.00
#72053 Sterling Silver Cartouche $99.00
Phone orders only. Please allow 4–6 weeks for delivery.

B. Rajasthani Rooster Pillow
In many Eastern cultures, such as the Hindu villages of Rajasthan in northern India, the
crowing rooster is thought to guard against evil spirits. This engaging folk art pillow is
handmade in Barmer, Rajasthan, using colorful fabric remnants and centuries-old quilting
techniques of appliqué and patchwork. Its protective charm is an eye-catching addition
to any decor. Cotton case with poly pillow insert. As each handmade pillow is unique,
please accept variation in pattern and color. Approximately 18" square. NGS EXCLUSIVE

E

#72571 Rajasthani Rooster Pillow $35.00

E. Jaipur Bedding From the National Geographic
Home Collection

B

D

D. Nepalese Elephant Mask
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Our Jaipur bedding collection will transport you nightly to
India’s exotic Pink City. Like the collection of rare textiles
found in Jaipur’s Chandra Mahal, or moon palace museum,
the coverlet and pillow shams feature a traditional Indian
paisley motif in rich red hues with pumpkin and hints of
slate blue. 60% cotton, 40% polyester. Machine wash.
Made in Portugal. The accent pillow reflects the intricacy of
mehndi henna used by an Indian bride in preparation for
her wedding ceremony. 100% cotton jute with down
pillow insert. Made in India. 20"W x 20"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

The elephant-headed Hindu deity, Ganesh,
is the god of domestic harmony and
success. Known as the remover of obstacles,
he is one of the most beloved and revered
of the Hindu gods. Made from hand-carved
cottonwood, this rustic mask is handpainted in bold colors by artisans in Nepal.
As each is a one-of-a-kind piece, please
expect variation. 9"W x 13"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73704 Kashmiri Paisley Sham
Standard $50.00
King or Continental Square $60.00

#72054 Ganesh Mask $75.00

#73714KB Henna Vine Pillow $65.00

#73703 Kashmiri Paisley Matelasse Coverlet
Twin $125.00
Full/Queen $165.00
King $185.00

F

F. Tibetan Chime of Compassion
Inscribed with one of the most
significant mantras in Buddhism—
Om mani padme hum—this
handcrafted chime is created by
Tibetan refugees residing in northern
India. Buddhists believe that saying
this mantra, or even viewing it in its
written form, invokes the blessings
of the Buddha of Compassion. Cast
from a combination of metals, the
hand-tuned chime produces a clear
tone when struck. Features brass
stand with cloud motif and wooden
base and striker. 5"W x 8 1/2"H x 5"D.
NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72057 Tibetan Chime $45.00

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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INSPIRING TRADITIONS FROM

F

ANCIENT CULTURES

Kashmiri shawls continue a tradition that
began in this mountainous region of
Asia in the 15th and 16th centuries.
A paisley frame surrounds a sweeping
paisley and floral pattern rendered in
rich natural tones. Handwoven of
lightweight pure wool by master
Kashmiri tailors, it is a luxurious, sheer
canvas for a timeless motif. Dry clean
only. Handmade in India. Approximately

An exotic marketplace of ideas and arts
from distant lands

C. Chinese Bronze Vase

A. Chinese Opera Mask
Ornate, hand-painted wooden masks are
used in traditional Chinese opera to reenact
myths and legends. This mask depicts a
dedicated officer who guarded a Tang
dynasty emperor’s bedroom chamber against
evil spirits. Hand-carved in the Di style
unique to Guizhou province by members of
the Miao tribe. Comes ready to hang. As
each is unique, please expect subtle
variation. 10"W x 12"H x 4"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

F. Sheer Kashmiri Heirloom Shawl

C

Some of the earliest Chinese
writing was found on
ancient bronze pieces
discovered along the Silk
Road. This bronze amphora,
or vase, is inscribed with
archaic Chinese calligraphy
and is embellished with
symbols of power and
protection. Featuring dragon
handles and stylized griffins
decorating the base, our
vase is handcrafted by
master metalworkers in
China. 6"W x 10 1/4"H x 5"D.

2'4"W x 6'8"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72051 Kashmiri Heirloom Shawl $78.00

G. Miniature Egyptian
Glass Ornaments

NGS EXCLUSIVE

Sheer shawl can be worn
as an elegant wrap.

#72566 Chinese Bronze Vase
$98.00

#72569 Chinese Opera Mask $98.00

Using a technique that has been in
use since the 13th century, artisans in
Egypt hand-blow these traditional glass
ornaments, making each a one-of-a-kind
creation. Varying in size and shape, they
are hand-painted in subtle, translucent
hues that reflect light and are then
accented with 24-karat gold. Hang them
in a sunny window for year-round
appreciation or keep them as beautiful
holiday heirlooms. Handmade in Egypt.
Set of five. 2–4"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72099 Set of Five Miniature Glass
Ornaments $32.00

G

D. Dragon and Phoenix Chess Set
The earliest reference to the game of
chess in Chinese literature is in A.D. 900
in the Huan Kwai Lu, or Book of
Marvels. This antiqued game board
features artwork inspired by ancient
Chinese scroll paintings, and depicts
a dragon and phoenix facing each
other as symbols of strength and
peace. The resin playing pieces take
the form of the emperor and empress
and their court. Handmade by folk
artisans in Guang Dong province
in China, of leather-covered
wood with antiqued
brass hardware.
Hinged board is 18"

B

square. NGS

B. Carved Chinese Necklace

EXCLUSIVE

Dangling from a 29" strand of tigereye, Austrian
crystal, leopard-skin jasper, and cloisonné beads is a
beautiful piece of hand-carved jade representing the
Chinese character for joy and luck. Historically, jade
was believed to have a value greater than gold or
silver, and the power to protect mind and body. It
has an extensive history of use in ritual ceremonies in
China since 5000 B.C. Jade color will vary from
shades of green to brown. Pendant is 2"W. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72567
Dragon and
Phoenix Chess Set
$145.00

E

E. Historic Gift of Ancient Kings
Though many people know of the legendary gifts of the Magi, few have experienced
the extraordinary scent of frankincense and myrrh. These fragrant resins, used by
ancient Greeks and Romans for medicinal and religious purposes, can be enjoyed on
your evening fire or as incense. Our special set comes in an intricately inlaid wooden
box that itself comes in a beautiful velvet pouch. 8"W x 2"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#83720 The Gift of Kings $38.00 (Members $35.00)

#72055 Carved Chinese Necklace $68.00
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D

D. Folkloric Boiled-wool Jacket

INSPIRED DESIGN
From Villages Around the World
A

A. Altiplano Alpaca Cardigan
In the high, fertile valleys of Bolivia’s Yunga region
grows the tricolored Kantuta, the national flower
and an ancient Inca symbol of unity. Decorated
with a repeating stylized pattern of Kantuta, this
comfortable sweater is knit of soft, superfine
100% alpaca yarn, an indispensably warm fiber on
the Andean Altiplano. Twelve shades of blues and
indigos flow on a black background. Front patch
pockets and pewter buttons. Hand-wash or dry
clean. Hand-loomed in Bolivia. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Beginning in the18th century, the art of rosemaling, or flower
painting, spread in rural Norway as artists traveled from
village to village, decorating churches and homes. The handstitched patterns that adorn this square-neck, perfect-forlayering, oatmeal-colored jacket are inspired by elements of
this decorative folk art. The traditional pewter clasps enhance
the Scandinavian artistry of the naturally wind-resistant and
quick-drying boiled wool. Dry clean. Imported. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72563 Folkloric Boiled-wool Jacket $199.00
Women’s sizes S (6–8), M (10–12), L (14–16), XL (18).

#72557 Altiplano Alpaca Cardigan $145.00
Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

Your Purchases
Make a Difference
All of your purchases help support
the National Geographic mission
of education, research, exploration,
and conservation of our cultural
and natural resources.
E

E. Handcrafted Bolivian Leather Bag
Leather craftsmen from rural Bolivian villages travel to the
capital of La Paz to practice their craft and sell their wares
in local markets. Their intricate tooling techniques reflect
indigenous patterns as well as colonial Spanish arts and
give dimension to natural leather goods. The undulating
patterns they have tooled on this naturally dyed bag mimic
the peaks and valleys of the Andes. The whip-stitched sides
add a rustic touch to a rich and sophisticated accessory.
Fully lined with zippered inside pocket. Handcrafted in
Bolivia. Handles are 10"L. 13 1/2"W x 9"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72549 Handcrafted Bolivian Leather Bag $145.00
C

B. Rajasthani Dancer Earrings
Rajasthani women in India’s northwestern
desert are known for their elaborate silver
jewelry, including anklets dangling with
bells and charms that jingle lightly as they
walk and become wildly percussive during
dancing. Elements from a tribal anklet
are recast as textured sterling silver
earrings. Delicate lapis lazuli beads from
Afghanistan provide a dash of color as the
finishing touch. Handcrafted by master
silversmiths in India. 2"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72004 Rajasthani Dancer Earrings $48.00

C. Himalayan Mountain Stone Necklace

F. Santiago Travel Boots

A mandala is symbolic of the infinite, and at its
center is often found a lotus, representing
enlightenment. The idea of mandalas can first be
found in the Rig Veda, the oldest book in any
Indo-European language, dating back to 1500 B.C.
This mandala also incorporates the Tibetan dorje,
a thunderbolt symbolic of the indestructibility of
the Buddha’s teachings. Laboriously hand-carved
of Himalayan mountain stone by Newari artisans
in Nepal, this meaningful pendant is suspended
from a 16–20" adjustable sterling silver chain.

Created by artisan shoemakers in Spain, these boots are the ideal
choice for walking travelers. Hand-rubbed with olive and sunflower
oils to soften the leather and help prevent blisters, they feature
antishock insoles made from a recycled carbon compound that
increases comfort and breathability. Explore more territory along the
road to Santiago or wherever your travels may take you. Knit wool
at the ankle for warmth. Recycled rubber outsoles. Handcrafted in
Spain from all natural and recycled materials.

European Size

36

1 1/2" diameter. NGS EXCLUSIVE

U.S. Size

6

#72540 Himalayan Mountain Stone Necklace $168.00
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#72595 Santiago Travel Boots $185.00
Women’s sizes 36–41.
37

38

6 1/2 7–7 1/2

39

40

41

8–8 1/2

9

9 1/2–10

F
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Ways to Shop:

Visit our Online Store www.ShopNG.org for safe,
secure shopping, and take advantage of these
convenient features:
• Find an extended line of products, including books,
maps, videos and DVDs, cameras, prints, posters,
and more.
• Check inventory availability.
• Use our Catalog Quick Shop for fast ordering.
• Track your order.
To place your order by phone, please call our
Customer Service Representatives at 1.888.225.5647.
For mail-in orders, please use the order form at left.
Additional Information and Size Charts:

Have a question? We often have additional product
information online. Also, clothing sizes can vary, so we
recommend that you check our online sizing charts or
contact us for the best fit.
Gifts:

We’ll add a gift message to the packing slip shipped
with your order at no additional charge. In addition,
many items in our catalog can be packaged in our
exclusive gift box, including tissue, gold seal, and
handwritten gift card, for only $5.00.
Corporate Gifts:

Our products make great incentives. Contact our Corporate
Sales Department at 1.888.225.5647 for more information.

Winner of
Parents’
Choice Award!

Play the Intriguing National Geographic Bee at Home
Each year, some of the nation’s brightest students gather at our
headquarters in Washington, D.C., for the finals of the National
Geographic Bee—a contest that tests their knowledge about the world.
Here’s the only board game that contains questions adapted from that
competition. This Parents’ Choice Award–winning game is perfect for
learning about countries, landforms, cultures, history, and the
environment. With skill levels from novice to expert, this game lets the
whole family enjoy playing and learning together. Plus, our National
Geographic Bee Official Study Guide is a great way to increase your
geographic knowledge. For ages 8 and up. NGS EXCLUSIVE

DELIVERY AND SHIPPING

#79752 National Geographic Geo Bee® Challenge Game $24.00

In-stock orders are processed within 24 hours of receipt.
Orders may ship in multiple boxes and arrive separately.
Delivery times are as follows, unless otherwise indicated
in the product description.

#57983C National Geographic Bee Official Study Guide $9.95
Set of Game and Book $29.95

National Geographic’s Nature
Collection Six-DVD Set

Standard Delivery—Shipments will be sent either USPS or
UPS ground. Please allow 5–7 days for delivery within the
continental U.S. Please allow up to 12 days for delivery to
Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

Filled with some of the most remarkable
moments we’ve ever recorded, this
extraordinary DVD set collects our very
best nature programming in one
incredible package. Your family won’t
believe the eye-opening worlds of
wonder that await them in this
spectacular set, which contains Tigers of
the Snow, Surviving Everest, Dinosaur
Hunters, Asteroids: Deadly Impact,
Volcano: Nature’s Inferno, and SuperCroc.

Expedited Delivery—We offer both next-day and two-day
delivery on most items for orders received by 1 p.m. EST.
Delivery Outside the U.S.—Standard-delivery orders to

Canada will arrive within two weeks via Canada Post
with no additional duty charges. Expedited delivery to
Canada may require additional duties. Elsewhere please
allow 4–8 weeks for standard delivery. Additional duties
may be required.

Each DVD is approximately 60 minutes.

Mail your order to us
at the address above.

(Fax: 1-888-242-0531)

1-888-225-5647

Shop by phone,
toll-free:
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All of your purchases help support the vital work of the
National Geographic Society.

#93010 Nature Six-DVD Set $69.95
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If any product fails to meet your expectations for any
reason, contact customer service at 1.888.225.5647 or
ngs@keystoneinternet.com.
Returns and Exchanges—Everything from the National
Geographic Catalog is unconditionally guaranteed.
Should a product not meet your expectations, you may
return it to us for a full and prompt refund or exchange.
If you are returning an item received as a gift, you may
exchange it for another item or gift certificate of equal
value. For more information, or if you received an
incorrect or damaged product please call
1.888.225.5647. For return instructions, please refer to
the packing slip with your package.

National Geographic Pocket Travel Alarm
A rugged leather case embossed with the National Geographic seal
hides two travel necessities. A foldout travel alarm
clock ensures you wake up on time, and a
useful magnifying glass enlarges the clock
face or makes short work of reading
maps, menus, and guidebooks.
Batteries included. 1 3/4"W x 2 1/4"L x
1"D. 3 1/2 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72343 National Geographic Travel
Clock With Magnifying Glass $42.00

A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF

HANDMADE
ARTISTRY
Some favorite objects from our
cultural explorations

D

D. Ancient Roman Glass
Necklace and Earrings

A

Two-thousand-year-old glass vessels
excavated from Roman ruins are
transformed into iridescent pieces of
alluring art glass, weathered by the
elements to a rich patina. Working with
artisans in the Middle East, jewelry designer
Angie Olami selects the best examples and
frames them in sterling silver. Just as each
ancient perfume jar, vase, or bowl was
unique, so is each modern accent.

A. Sawankhalok Stoneware Jar
More than seven centuries ago, artisans in the ancient Thai
city of Sawankhalok began creating some of the most
exquisite pottery in Asia. Glazed stoneware jars with swirling
designs of leaves and lotus flowers were prized as far away as
the Philippines and the Middle East. Our jar is created using
traditional methods and is a fine example of the region’s
cultural history. Handmade in Thailand. 11" diameter x 12"H.
#72536 Sawankhalok Stoneware Jar $125.00

#72063 Ancient Roman Glass Earrings $89.00
Set of Necklace and Earrings $169.00

#72025 Peruvian Alpaca Sweater $159.00

snake chain. Matching earrings are approximately
1/2" in diameter and 1 1/4" long.

The art of Peruvian
filigree has evolved over
the centuries through
the influence of the
Spanish combined with
the indigenous roots of
silver work in Peru. In
creating these delicate
sterling silver hearts, the
artisan uses ancestral
silversmithing techniques.
Accented with South
American amethyst for
a subtle flash of color.
Post-style backs.
Handcrafted in Peru.
1 3/4"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72572 Peruvian Filigree
Earrings $68.00
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F. Peruvian Alpaca Sweater
High in the Peruvian Altiplano, people have been using
soft, durable alpaca fiber to make warm yet lightweight
garments for centuries. Today, international markets are
being developed for this indigenous craft, which helps
sustain artisans in their communities. Aymara and
Quechua artisans in Peru use an alpaca blend to create this
vivid garment that drapes like silk. Made entirely by hand, it is
embellished with hand-knit scalloping at the cuffs and hem, and hand-painted
ceramic buttons. Light, soft, easily packable, and wrinkle resistant. Hand-wash
or dry clean. Handmade in Peru. Approximately 22 1/2"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

The 1"-diameter pendant is suspended from an 18"

#72062 Ancient Roman Glass Necklace $99.00

B. Peruvian Filigree
Earrings

F

Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

E. Miniature Egyptian Perfume Bottles

C. Traditionally Loomed Andean Tapestry Rug
Splashed with brilliant colors and filled with remarkable detail,
this extraordinary tapestry rug is reminiscent of the Inca
artistry that serves as inspiration for Peruvian master weavers.
Using the traditional two-pedaled loom as their parents and
grandparents before them, artisans create the undulating
pattern of Andean birds in multiple colors. Individually woven,
each is a vibrant exhibit of Andean artistic heritage that will
stand the test of time as an accent rug or as an heirloom wall
hanging. Dry clean only. Handmade from wool and cotton
yarns in Peru. Approximately 3'W x 5'L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

E

Egyptians are believed to be the first to
incorporate fragrances and perfume into
their cultural rituals, and intricate perfume
bottles have been discovered within the
tombs of Egyptian pharaohs. Our beautiful
examples are handblown and shaped in
Egypt using a technique that has been in
use since the 13th century. Each is a unique
creation accented with 24-karat gold,
painted in delicate translucent colors, and
finally topped with a sculpted leaf-shaped
stopper. Fill them with perfumes or scented
oils. No two are alike. Set of five.
Approximately 4"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72064 Egyptian Perfume Bottles $36.00

#72575 Andean Tapestry Bird Rug $198.00
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A WORLD OF
TRADITIONAL AND

A. Makara Silver and
Turquoise Earrings

COLORFUL
ARTS

The Newari live in Nepal’s
fertile Kathmandu Valley. Their
superior metal artistry includes
repoussé designs on statues
and prayer wheels dating back
five millennia. The swirls on
these hand-etched sterling
silver earrings represent the
curled tail of the makara, a
fantastical Tibetan animal—
equal parts crocodile, bear, lion,
monkey, fish, and peacock—that represents power and
steadfastness. The turquoise cabochon that dots each
earring is said to bring good fortune. 1 3/4"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Finely Made for Generations
D. Kashmir Valley Wool Shawl
Along with the breathtaking landscape, the
mountainous region of Kashmir is world-renowned
for its master weavers. Local textile artists evoke
Kashmir’s inspirational gardens and vistas in this
versatile multihued wool shawl. An overall pattern
of swirling flora continues across vibrant bands of
color—adding authentic cultural flair to any outfit.
100% wool. Dry clean only. Handmade in India.

#72541 Makara Silver and Turquoise Earrings $48.00

B. Chilean Inca Jewelry
In the Andes mountains at elevations of more than 12,000
feet, open trenches accessible only by mule yield gleaming
stones, including lapis lazuli, the national stone of Chile. The
Inca kingdom flourished in this part of the world, and today
jewelers in family-owned shops in Santiago draw on geometric
Inca designs to create pieces that blend history and geography
into wearable art. The tapered forms of these lapis lazuli,
turquoise, jasper, chrysocolla, and pyrite stones, outlined in
sterling silver, echo the shape of ancient stone doorways found
at Inca ruins. Necklace is 19"L. Earrings are 1 1/4"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

28"W x 80"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72005 Kashmir Valley Wool Shawl $115.00
D

#72535 Chilean Inca Necklace $248.00
#72534 Chilean Inca Earrings $48.00
Set of Earrings and Necklace $259.00
E
B

E. Bihari Silk Embroidered Tunic

C

C. Provençal Indiennes
Reversible Travel Jacket
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India’s textile cottage industries involve entire villages in silk weaving, fabric
dyeing, and embroidery. The fabric of this traditional silk tunic is hand-loomed
in Bhagalpur, a town famous for its silk production. A spray of embroidered
and sequined flowers decorates the faux split neck and bell sleeves. Made in
Bihar province, India. Dry clean only. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72560 Bihari Silk Embroidered Tunic $68.00

Double your travel wardrobe with this
lightweight reversible cotton jacket.
For four millennia, some of the most
captivating patterns have emerged
from textile workshops of India and
influenced styles the world over.
In the 17th century, Indian printed
cloth was so popular in France that
Provençal mills began reproducing
Indian patterns, resulting in the floral
patterns we now associate with the
south of France. This vibrant
turquoise paisley jacket reverses to
floral key lime. Patch pockets and
side vents. 26" long. Machine wash.
Made in India. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

#72426 Reversible Travel Jacket $128.00

4 1/4"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Women’s sizes S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14),
XL (16).

#72539 Thai Hill Tribe
Needlework Bag $65.00

F. Thai Hill Tribe Needlework Bag
Southeast Asia’s hill tribes are known by the
dominant color of the women’s traditional
dress. In Thailand, they wear layers of blue
batiked and embroidered cotton,
embellished with silver in honor of the
sky spirit. Thai craftsmen transform
vintage skirts from the Hmong hill
tribe into these bright pleated bags
and use a cluster of six tiny silver
bells as the snap closure. Patterns
and colors may vary based on
the vintage fabric. One inside
pocket. 12 3/4"W x 12 1/4"H x

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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I N S PI R E D C R E AT I O N S R E M I N I S C E N T

OF THE EARTH

A special collection for the naturalist
A

G

G. Baltic Amber Heart Pendant

B

B. Cloisonné Hummingbird Ornaments
The art of cloisonné enameling originated on the
island of Cyprus during the 13th century B.C.
Chinese artisans later became widely known for
their mastery of this art form. These brightly
colored cloisonné hummingbirds are a fine
example of this technique. Hung from a window
or used seasonally, this trio of hummingbirds is a
constant reminder of springtime and beauty.
Approximately 3 1/2"H. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72098 Set of Three Cloisonné Ornaments $35.00

A. Marwari Hand-carved Wisdom Owl
In Indian lore, owls are regarded as wise, clever, and a little mysterious.
Lakshmi, the goddess of prosperity, is often depicted riding an owl. This
inquisitive blue creature is hand-carved and hand-painted by artisans in the
southwestern Rajasthan region of Marwar. Owls are a common decoration in
Hindu homes, and this calm creature reflects the handcrafted art that is a
Marwari craft hallmark. Please allow for variations as each piece is unique.
Handmade in India. 6"W x 7 1/2"H x 3 1/4"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Your Purchases
Make a Difference
All of your purchases help support
the National Geographic mission
of education, research, exploration,
and conservation of our cultural
and natural resources.

#72427 Marwari Owl $58.00
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A uniquely Haitian art form, this rustic peace tree sculpture is handcrafted by artisans in
workshops in Croix des Bouquets, using recycled cooking-oil drums. Once the drum is
flattened and pounded, the artisan carefully cuts out the delicate shapes of the tree,
leaves, and dove of peace, using a mallet and chisel. Hang it on an inside or outside wall
and enjoy the shadows cast by its three-dimensional design. If placed outside, the piece
will develop a beautiful patina. 12"W x 12"H x 2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

silver chain. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72073 Baltic Amber Heart Pendant $68.00

#72591 Haitian Peace Tree Sculpture $58.00

E. African Shona Elephant Sculpture

1 1/4"-wide pendant hangs from an 18" sterling

E

Shona art, created by Zimbabwe’s largest tribe, is one of the most
significant art forms to come out of Africa in the 20th century. Family
relationships, such as this pair, are often represented by the animal
kingdom in Shona art. The artists believe that their chiseling and polishing
releases the spirit form that is trapped within the rapoka stone. As each
piece is one of a kind, please expect variation in the color and veining of
the stone. Approximately 6 1/2"W x 8 1/2"H x 2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72537 Shona Elephant Sculpture $75.00

C. Yangtze River Pearl Stretch Bracelets

C

D. Haitian Peace Tree Sculpture

In 1701, Prussian King Frederick I
commissioned an ornate room made
from tons of translucent Baltic amber.
Later, the intricate panels passed into
Russian hands, and Catherine the
Great installed them in her summer
home in Pushkin. They disappeared in
1942, and their location remains a
mystery. This captivating treasure
engages the imagination, and you can
carry a connection to this intriguing
tale with you as a lightweight amber
pendant. Carved by hand in Poland.

F

F. Mexican Silver Swallow Earrings

Early in the 20th century, people discovered how to
induce the transformation of a grain of sand into
an organic gem, the pearl. Since that time, the
natural irregularities of baroque cultured pearls
have been treasured by women all over the world.
These cultured freshwater pearls are available in
shades of honeysuckle, goldenrod, lavender, and
rose and are strung on generous elastic. The colors
of these bracelets coordinate beautifully together or
can be worn singly. Read more about pearls in the
June 1997 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC. Set of four includes
one bracelet in each color. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Adorned with intricate designs
depicting swallows in flight, these
earrings are handmade from sterling
silver by a Mexican jewelrymaker using
the lost-wax technique. Dating back
thousands of years, this method
involves pouring molten silver into waxfilled molds. Once these initial castings
have been produced, each is slowly
finished by hand to produce an ageless
work of Latin American artistry. Made
in Mexico. 1 3/4"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72134 Set of Four Pearl Bracelets $28.00

#73495 Mexican Silver Swallow
Earrings $42.00

www.ShopNG.org
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E

NECESSITIES FOR THE

E. Safe Haven Bird Feeder

FIELD AND FOREST

Developed with the British Trust for
Ornithology, this feeder’s epoxy-coated
steel globe lets birds perch safely inside
and keeps squirrels and predators out.
Rugged design assures a long life of
year-round service. Fill the polycarbonate
feeding tube with 14 oz. of sunflower or
wild-bird mix. 10 1/2" diameter x 17 3/4"H.

C

#79604 Safe Haven Bird Feeder $58.00

F. Songbirds Play Authentic Songs
Inside each plush figure, a microchip
plays the authentic sound of its species
as recorded by the Cornell Lab of
Ornithology. Fun for children and adults
alike; everyone can learn the sounds and
then use their ears to find these birds in
their own backyard. For ages 4 and up.

C. Our Rugged Birding Binoculars Feature Precision Optics

Handblown from recycled glass, this beautiful bouquet of
glass flowers with red feeding tubes attracts delicate
hummingbirds for your observation. Inspired by
the designs of perfume bottles from the early 1900s,
each flower has a glass feeding tube and tiny metal perch.
Top-feeding design prevents messy drips. Nectar recipe
included. Handcrafted in Mexico. 8"W x 6"H x 8"D.

These special field-tested 8-x-40 binoculars bring a century’s worth
of our experience to your own field expeditions. Our top-in-theirclass binoculars feature precision optics with unique, jewel-green,
phase-shifting multicoatings to enhance brightness, contrast,
sharpness, and color accuracy. Porro prisms provide edge-to-edge
illumination. A favorite with birders, they boast a rugged, rubberarmored body; long-eye relief for comfortable use; a 315-foot-wide
view at 1,000 yards; and the ability to focus on objects just 10 feet
away. Strap, case, and National Geographic bird migration wall map
included. 3"W x 7"L x 6"H. 1 lb., 7 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73813 Hummingbird Feeder $49.95

#73135 National Geographic 8-x-40 Binoculars $129.95 (Members $99.95)

A

A. Artful Glass Hummingbird Feeder

4"H x 6"L.

#79888 Songbirds Choir, Three-bird Set $24.00
Choose Any Three: Eastern Bluebird (BL),
Goldfinch (GO), Black-capped Chickadee (BK),
Cardinal (CA), Robin (RO).

#79889 Songbirds Choir, Five-bird Set $36.00

Motion-detection Wildlife Camera

F
H

H. Our
Night Vision
Monocular
Reveals Nature’s
Nocturnal Secrets

B. Motion-detection Camera Captures
Elusive Wildlife
For years, National Geographic photographer Michael
Nichols has used highly specialized remote-camera systems
to obtain remarkable images of never-before-seen wildlife
behavior. This 35-mm model will reveal secrets in your own
backyard. Triggered by heat and movement, this allweather unit takes multiple images to capture backyard
wildlife. Features 30-foot-range flash, 1- to 60-minute
pause time between activations, time or date stamp, and
test mode. Wide-angle lens has 60° field of view. Eight
AA batteries, not included, provide as many as 21 days of
24-hour operation. 5 3/4"W x 7 1/2"H x 2 1/2"D.
#73561 Motion-detection Camera $69.95

D

D. Portable Birdsong Identifier
With this electronic handheld player and digital song cards, you’ll be
able to name the birds in your backyard just by hearing their calls.
Simply press a button to hear the song and verify your sighting.
Two yard-bird song cards, included. Additional cards available.
3 1/2"W x 6 1/4"H.

#79059 Birdsong Identifier $34.95
#72015 Field and Forest Birds, Three-card Set $29.95
#72016 Water Birds, Three-card Set $29.95
Entire Set of Player and All Cards $89.95
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Our professional-grade
night vision monocular extends your explorations
to the once unknowable realms of darkness so
you can see what wildlife roams at night. The
state-of-the-art intensifier tube provides the
brightest image possible with a 3.1-power
magnification. If you need to see in complete
darkness, switch on the powerful integrated
infrared illuminator. New automatic gain control
feature shields the intensifier tube from harmful
light exposures, letting you use the scope in more
situations, including dawn and dusk. Multicoated
glass optics allow 628' field of view at 1,000
yards and feature precise click-ocular focusing.
Housed in a rubberized, ergonomic, waterresistant body. With tripod mount. Two AA batteries,
not included. 3"W x 3"H x 6"L. 16 oz.

#72083 National Geographic Night Vision
Monocular $299.95

G

G. Wireless Weather Station
With Clock
Decide what to bring on your
bird-watching excursion with
this wireless weather station
that keeps track of conditions
and perfect time with a clock
controlled by a signal from the
Wireless
U.S. atomic clock. The easy-toSensor
read graphic readout displays
the indoor and outdoor temperatures,
outdoor humidity, date, time, alarm, moon
phase, tidal indicators, barometric pressure
trend arrow, and weather forecast icon.
Includes outdoor temperature sensor with
LCD readout, 330' transmitting range, and
temperature range of -21.8º– 157.8ºF. Five
AA batteries, not included. Receiver is 4 1/2"W x 7"H.
Wireless sensor is 1 1/2"W x 5 1/2"H.

#72612 Wireless Weather Station $79.95

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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TAKE A WALK ON THE

WILD SIDE
B. March of the Penguins

A. Emperor Penguins T-shirt
Illustrating the strength of the parentchild bond, our 100% cotton emperor
penguins T-shirt is sure to melt hearts.
Printed with an educational fact about
these beautiful flightless birds.
Machine wash. Imported. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72334 Penguins Adult T-shirt $19.95

Born Wild

Experience a journey like no other on
the planet. Emperor penguins in the
thousands brave icy winds, freezing
temperatures, and starvation in this
incredible true story of the penguin life cycle.
Driven by the overpowering urge to reproduce,
the penguins travel in single file hundreds of miles,
crisscrossing Antarctica under the harshest conditions
on Earth. The amazing story of their journey was the
blockbuster film of summer 2005, and now National
Geographic’s March of the Penguins is available on
DVD. A heartwarming story about family and the power of love.
Perfect for family movie night. Narrated by Morgan Freeman.
Approximately 85 minutes. Rated G. Official companion book
also available. Hardcover. 9 1/2" x 10 7/8". 160 pages. © 2005

#72505 Tiger
Adult T-shirt $19.95
#72513 Tiger
Youth T-shirt $16.95

t
f T-shir
Back o

#72352 March of the Penguins DVD $19.95

Back

#56182C March of the Penguins Book $30.00
Set of Book and DVD $44.95

Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL.

#72337 Penguins Youth T-shirt $16.95
Front
Detail

Sizes S (8), M (10–12), L (14–16).

Let’s Do Lunch

I Just Gotta Be Me

See Spot Run

#79749 Shark
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#73171 Penguins
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#73172 Cheetah
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#73164 Shark
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#73748 Penguins
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#73173 Cheetah
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72108 Shark
Child T-shirt $14.95

#72118 Penguins
Child T-shirt $14.95

#72119 Cheetah
Child T-shirt $14.95

E. National Geographic Animal T-shirts
Choose your favorite animal and display a little
humorous attitude with these unique National
Geographic T-shirts. Our best-selling T-shirts
are made from heavyweight, 100% preshrunk
cotton, and each one has a fascinating,
educational fact about its subject to spread a
little knowledge along with the smiles.
Machine wash. Imported. Choose Shark (which
has an image on the front and back); Tiger;
Penguins; Cheetah; T. rex; Lion, Tiger, and Bear;
Snake; Chimpanzees; or Spider. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Available
in Adult,
Youth,
and Child
Sizes.

Adult sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL.
Youth sizes S (8), M (10–12), L (14–16). Child sizes 4, 5/6, 7.

Not a Happy Camper
#72110 T. rex
Adult T-shirt $19.95
#72113 T. rex
Youth T-shirt $16.95
#72117 T. rex
Child T-shirt $14.95

Winner
of Parents’
Choice Award!

C. Award-winning Remote-controlled Tarantulas
With Realistic Moving Legs
Did you know that not all tarantulas are brown? The
cobalt blue tarantula lives in Thailand, and a tarantula with
blue-green legs and a bright orange abdomen is found in
Venezuela. No matter what color, spiders are one of the
creepiest crawlers out there, and now you can control one
yourself. Because their eight legs move separately, be
prepared for screams when one scuttles realistically from
beneath the table. Educational fact included. For ages
6 and up. 7" leg span. Two AAA and three AA batteries, not included.
#72606 Pair of Remote-controlled Tarantulas, One of Each Color
$48.00
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D. Our DVDs Introduce Children to a Diverse Animal Kingdom
Using original music videos and amazing images, an animated globe
named Spin™ whisks kids around the world, teaching them about
animals and their habitats. Each DVD runs approximately 60 minutes
and features a different bonus program. For ages 4–10.
#54158 Really Wild Animals™ Four-DVD Set $49.95
Set contains Swinging Safari, Dinosaurs and Other Creature Features, Totally Tropical
Rain Forest, and Deep Sea Dive.

#54501 Really Wild Animals Five-DVD Set $59.95
Set contains Awesome Animal Builders, Farmyard Friends, Amazing North America,
Wonders Down Under, and Polar Prowl.

Oh My!

Shake, Rattle, & Roll

See no, Hear no, Speak no Evil

Hairy & Scary

#72720 Lion, Tiger, and Bear
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72333 Snake
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72721 Chimpanzees
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72722 Spider
Adult T-shirt $19.95

#72724 Lion, Tiger, and Bear
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72336 Snake
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72725 Chimpanzees
Youth T-shirt $16.95

#72726 Spider
Youth T-shirt $16.95
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THE SCIENCE
OF FUN

Comes with eight
cartridges, including
Endangered Animals,
Amphibians and Reptiles,
and Outer Space.

A. Award-winning DVDs Introduce Kids to the
World’s Peoples and Places
Filled with delightful animation and world music, these DVDs
take kids on a song-led series of global journeys to visit
different cultures, explore exotic habitats, and attend amazing
events. From Mount Everest to the Trans-Siberian Express to
Carnivale, there’s no end to the fun. Interactive menus offer
sing-along subtitles, a world map, and more. Winner of a
2003 Parents’ Choice Award. For ages 3–10.

Our safari tent and tunnel lets pint-size explorers roam the savanna
without leaving the backyard. There’s room inside for the whole
gang, and the design allows you to connect multiple tents.
A jungle of safari animals printed on the tent sides
encourages animal-naming games. And kids can gaze at
the stars through the skylight ceiling. Kid-tested and
safety-tested both indoors and out, this base camp
takes only two minutes to set up and stores flat.
Water-resistant base.
For ages 3 and up.
Tent is 4'W x 4'L x 3'8"H.
Tunnel is 19" diameter x 4'L.

C. National Geographic 3-D Viewer Set

#73677 Get Your Passport! DVD $18.95

There’s no end to the amazing sights waiting in our exclusive set
of 96 spectacular 3-D color images of animals and places from the
National Geographic archives. Eight easy-load cartridges pop right
into the unique viewer, whose easy-illumination design utilizes an
overhead light source, which means kids don’t have to aim the
viewer awkwardly at a lamp. For ages 3 and up.

#73678 The Journey Continues! DVD $18.95

Viewer is 5"W x 1 3/4"H x 4"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Set of Two $35.95

E. Inspire a Research Expedition With Our Kids’
Safari Tent

#72584 Safari Tent and
Tunnel $88.00

#73464 National Geographic 3-D Viewer Set $29.95

F. Change Your Voice and Turn Heads

Get Your Passport!
has 14 episodes; 40 minutes.

As revealed in our book
The Incredible Machine,
vocal cords are amazing
things. And this voice
changer makes them even
more astounding with three
different settings that alter voices
to sound like a “robot,” “alien,”
or “space traveler.” Watch its
workings inside the clear case, and
watch jaws drop whenever it’s used.
For ages 3 and up. 11"W.

The Journey Continues!
has 15 episodes; 45 minutes.

#79332 Voice Changer $19.95

B. A Delightful World Tour
for Preschoolers

G. A World of Learning in
This Talking Encyclopedia

Using a simple joystick, kids “fly”
around a moving, talking globe
full of fun facts about its
many destinations. In Free
Flying mode, the child is
in control. Choose Tricky
Travels for a guided journey.
Or select Creature Feature to
find animals on every continent.
Music and sound effects enhance
each flight, helping children
effortlessly learn about
geography, animals, and
nature. For ages 3 and up.

Filled with captivating color
illustrations and hundreds of
facts about nature, animals,
space, transportation, and
much more, this interactive
encyclopedia provides hours
of entertaining teaching.
Place the special touch-pen
on any text or image to hear
explanations and definitions
that bring learning to life.
Meets national vocabulary
standards for K–3. For ages
5 and up. 80 pages.

D. Working Robot Provides Lively Demo of Technology

Batteries included.

As featured in the July 1997 issue of NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, the
science of robotics has many applications—but none as fun as
this electronic wonder. Using the handheld controller, kids of all
ages can command Robbie Robot to walk forward and
backward, turn left and right, travel into another room,
talk, dance, and launch soft foam disks. For ages 3 and up.

9 1/2"W x 13"H x 9"D.

Six AA batteries, not included. 7"W x 11 1/2"H x 5 1/2"D.

#73113 Fly and Discover Talking Globe $34.95

#73027 Robbie Robot $39.95
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10"W x 16 1/2"L x 1/2"D.

#73604 Interactive Encyclopedia
$39.95

H. Develop Mechanical and Creativity
Skills With Wacky Wigglers™
When we tested this construction learning kit,
our pint-size volunteers spent hours honing
their mechanical reasoning and creativity skills while
building an endless series of crazy creatures. Using motorized
gears, springs, flashing lights, glow-in-the-dark eyes, and
chomping teeth, kids can construct any of four suggested
Wigglers or stretch their imaginations inventing new ones.
Includes hand control and 130 color-coded pieces. For ages 5
and up. Three AA batteries, not included.
#72079 Wacky Wigglers $39.95

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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NEW IDEAS FOR
YOUNG EXPLORERS

C. Gravitydefying Lunar
Shoes Let Kids Feel
Like Moon Explorers
These spaced-out shoes
give kids a fascinating idea of
what it’s like to walk on the
moon in semiweightlessness.
Providing the sensation that
gravity’s pull has been reduced,
they’re “wearable trampolines”
that let kids jump and
bounce like the
Apollo astronauts
and hone their
balance and coordination
skills. Nonskid treads provide
sure footing on all kinds of
earthly terrain. Adjustable nylon
straps create a snug fit on both
kid shoes and adult shoes up to
men’s size 9. Maximum weight
is 180 lbs. Easy assembly
required. For ages 7 and up.
#72312 Moon Shoes $39.95

A. Astronomy Is in
the Cards With
Our Star Searcher
Kids’ Telescope
Packed with advanced features,
our new compact 40-mm kids’ telescope is a great starter set
for up-and-coming astronomers. Slide in one of the Star Cards
to help you find one of 20 major constellations. Two eyepieces
offer as much as 32X magnification, and the detachable optical
tube makes a perfectly portable spyglass. The aluminum
tabletop tripod provides extra stability for bringing the world
up close. Minor assembly required. For ages 8 and up.
Two AA batteries, not included. 9"W x 19 3/4"H x 13 1/2"D.

#72532 National Geographic Star Searcher Telescope $58.00

E. Make Mercury Move and See Saturn Spin With Our Interactive
Solar System Mobile
Put the planets into motion with this remote-controlled motorized mobile. With the touch of a button, nine planets
follow realistic orbits around an illuminated ceiling-mounted sun. Use the light pointer to trace comets and shooting
stars on the ceiling, or invent your own games to identify the planets. Take a personalized planetary tour at home with
the included audio CD. Minor assembly required. For ages 6 and up. Three C and two AAA batteries, not included. 42"W x 8"H.
#72545 Interactive Mobile $34.95

D. One Part Physics Experiment, One Part Light
and Shadow Magic

G. Our New Microscope Projects Budding
Biologists’ Big Discoveries

Phosphorescence is a quantum mechanical process where
a substance can absorb energy and release it slowly in the
form of light. Found in nature in some minerals and
organisms, it is the “magic” in our Shadow Magic screen.
Kids can strike a pose in front of the phosphorescent
screen and have a friend flash the xenon strobe light.
Once they move away they’ll see their frozen silhouette
on the screen. The included light pen lets them draw and
write around their frozen shadow. The shadow imprints
slowly disappear and the screen can be used over and
over as an ongoing lesson in phosphorescent energy.
For ages 6 and up. Two AA batteries, not included. 23"W x 28"H.

No need to squint into a tiny eyepiece—our 6" screen displays
microscopic images large enough for kid scientists and their friends
to look at together. At 80X projection, it’s among the most
powerful scopes of its kind. The 89-piece kit includes two National
Geographic filmstrips as well as tools to collect samples and
prepare slides of kids’ own microscopic discoveries. Best used in a
darkened room. For ages 8 and up. Includes bright and longlasting LED light and three AA batteries. 6"W x 11"H x 6"D.
#72533 National Geographic Projection Microscope $58.00

#72544 Shadow Magic $25.95

B. Put the Night Sky in Motion
With Our Motorized Talking
Planetarium
Bring the night sky indoors as a
rotating star-dome projects images
of Northern Hemisphere stars on the
ceiling. Our new talking planetarium
tells space stories and nebula
narratives about the 24 images from
the National Geographic archives
found in the guidebook. It’s a
perfect way to get kids excited
about astronomy and space
exploration. Guidebook and National
Geographic map The Heavens
included. For ages 8 and up. Four AA
batteries, not included. 8"W x 9"H x 11"D.

#72531 National Geographic Talking
Planetarium $48.00
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F. Kids Can Engineer, Build, and Control Their Own
Illumabot Robot
Learn how mechanical parts work together to create bigger
and better machines with this 105-piece building kit that
includes grinding gears, clamping claws, and flashing fiber
optics. Young engineers can follow the color-coded plans or
dream up their own Illumabot, then bring it to life with a
25-foot-range infrared wireless remote. An excellent toy for
sharpening fine motor skills and developing imaginations.
For ages 5 and up. Seven AA batteries, not included.
#72585 Illumabot $54.95
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Innovative New SkyScout Instantly
Knows Exactly What Stars
Are in Its Sights

A. Point the revolutionary SkyScout at the night

Provides a list of top
20 most interesting
viewable objects at
any moment.
Simply point SkyScout at any
celestial body, and it will
instantly identify exactly what
you are looking at.

SkyScout can also
display much of
the information
found in standard
GPS units.

sky and it can identify celestial objects instantly.
Using a combination of GPS technology, threeaxis sensors that measure gravitational and
magnetic fields, and its own astronomical
database of more than 6,000 celestial objects,
this incredible device knows exactly where you
are on the planet and at precisely what angle
you are holding the SkyScout. It uses this
information to correctly identify the object in
its sights. Alternatively you can choose from
any of the constellations, galaxies, or nebulae
in the database, and the SkyScout will direct
you by using on-screen prompts to help you
locate your selection with ease. It also provides
astronomical information, historical data, and
mythological background on the LED display.
Listen to audio narration with the included
earphones, and use the USB cable to download
updates and new discoveries from your PC
directly to the SkyScout. Winner of the
Consumer Electronics Show Best of Innovation
award for 2006. Two AA batteries, not included. 7 1/2"W
x 2 1/2"L x 4"D.

#72580 SkyScout Personal Planetarium $399.00

B

B. Portable Alert Wireless Weather Station
At home or on the trail, this two-in-one weather station keeps
you connected to critical weather announcements so you can
plan your outdoor adventures. Features a wireless weather
station that displays temperature, humidity, and barometric
pressure on a backlit monitor, and a docking and recharging
station for the handheld unit. The detachable, handheld public
alert radio performs all of these same weather functions, and
broadcasts audible U.S. weather alerts, including the NOAA
reports in English, French, or Spanish. Designed to help your
family make decisions on the trail as a storm approaches.

EXPLORE EARTH AND BEYOND
The large 70-mm
coated objective lens
offers superior lightgathering ability and
renders images with
clarity and detail.

D. Our newest telescope is engineered to be
easy to use and is an excellent choice for those
seeking their first close-up look at the wonders of
both nature and the universe. As your knowledge
of astronomy grows, this scope has the features
to grow with you.

Make coarse and fine image
adjustments in both vertical
and horizontal directions.

• It’s equipped with a rotating eyepiece turret
holding 25-mm, 15-mm, and 6-mm
eyepieces, along with a removable 18mm image erecting eyepiece and a
power-doubling Barlow lens, giving
you eight magnification powers to
select from.
• This revolutionary rotating
eyepiece turret keeps eyepieces
safe and secure from loss or
accidental damage from
dropping.

Telescoping feature of
tripod legs makes height
adjustments easy.

E. Levitating Globe
A geographic conversation piece
and intriguing magnetism
demonstration in one, this
unusual globe makes more than
heads spin. An electromagnet
and computerized sensor hidden
in its display stand cause it to
levitate motionlessly in the air.
Give it a whirl or pass your hand
around it without disturbing its
magnetic field. For ages 8 and
up. 5 1/2"W x 8"H.

• Adjustable tripod and
altazimuth mount with
micro-adjusting controls
make it exceptionally easy
to use.
31 1/2"W x 31 1/2"H x 52"L.
NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72104 National
Geographic
Land & Space Telescope
$169.95

Rechargeable Ni-MH battery, included. 9"W x 5 1/2"H x 4 1/2"D.

#72589 Portable Alert Wireless Weather Station $179.95

#73097 Levitating Globe $42.00

F. Translucent Atomic Projection Clock
C

C. See the Unseen With Our Lab-quality Microscope
Made from solid metal, our microscope offers a superior
viewing experience normally found only in laboratory
models. A single objective lens meeting DIN optical
standards, and two separate eyepieces of optical glass, offer
80-power and 200-power magnifications to reveal unseen
details with exceptional clarity. A rack-and-pinion focus
system with brass gears effortlessly adjusts to smoothly
bring slides into precise focus. Features both mirror and
electric illumination for maximum brightness. A complete
accessory set includes everything a budding microbiologist
needs. Experiment booklet, spare bulb, and carry case
included. For ages 8 and up. Two AA batteries, not included.
Approximately 4"W x 10"H x 6 1/2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#73466 National Geographic Lab-quality Microscope $79.95

E

G

Ideal for travelers in dark hotel rooms, this packable alarm clock
projects the time onto any ceiling in red numbers that are easily
read at night. An LCD screen with luminous blue backlight displays
the time, date, day, and temperature. A crescendo alarm with
snooze function gets you up on time thanks to an internal receiver
that uses signals from the official U.S. atomic clock to maintain
permanent self-adjusting accuracy. Uses included AC adapter or two AA
batteries (not included). 4 1/4"W x 2 1/2"H x 4 1/2"D.

#72087 Projection Clock With Temperature $38.00

G. Rainbowmaker Spins Colorful Science Across Walls
A fascinating exhibit of both solar energy and light refraction,
this see-through device sticks onto any sunny window to create a
never ending display of scientific beauty. Watch the tiny solarpowered motor spin as twin Swarovski crystals split sunlight into
its component colors and send rainbows cascading across walls.
For ages 8 and up. 1 3/4"W x 7"H x 2 1/4"D.
#73648 Double Rainbowmaker $39.95
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D. Historic Newspaper

A NOSTALGIC VIEW OF TIME GONE BY

What was happening on the day
you were born? Find out with an
authentic historic newspaper.
We’ll locate an original edition
of a major paper from one of
approximately 50 major U.S. cities,*
back to 1880. The deluxe version
comes in a portfolio embossed with
recipient’s name and the name of the
paper. Makes a wonderful gift for
birthdays and anniversaries. These are
original newspapers, so every date
requested may not be available.
Signed certificate of authenticity
included. Case is 25"W x 14"L.

LIVING HISTORY

Interesting ways to keep the past alive
A. WWII Flight Jacket
With Survival Map Lining
National Geographic
performed an important
service during World War II
as we supplied maps to the
Allies. Maps were often
sewn in to the lining of
flight jackets in case the
pilots were shot down over
enemy territory. This is a
reproduction of the historical
WWII flight jackets worn by
the Allied pilots who flew
perilous missions over
wartime terrain, and the
nylon lining features a
re-creation of the survival
maps of southern France.
A surface of vintage French
lamb leather adds to the
authenticity. Features include
some of the customizations
that pilots preferred, such as
the wind flap, front zipper
with storm flap, knit cuffs
and waistband, and zip top
and side-entry pockets.
Imported. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72268 Leather Bomber Jacket
$399.00
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44),
XL (46–48).

#79096 Deluxe Newspaper Presentation
(shown) $95.00
#79097 Regular (clear vinyl case, not
embossed) $48.00
Phone orders only. Allow 2–4 weeks for delivery.
*Unfortunately, we are not able to fill requests
for specific cities.

C. Schoolhouse Radio-controlled
Wall Clock

E. National Geographic’s Guns, Germs,
and Steel DVD

Combining 21st-century circuitry
that receives signals from the official
U.S. atomic clock with the historical
“drop octagon” design found in 19thcentury schoolhouses, this timepiece
automatically maintains permanent
accuracy to the second. Self-adjusting
for daylight saving time, leap seconds,
and other official time changes, it has
a beautiful cherry-finished alder case
and sets up with the touch of a
button. Two AA batteries, not included.

As seen on PBS and based on the Pulitzer
Prize–winning book by Jared Diamond, who
traveled the globe for more than 30 years
trying to answer one of the biggest questions in
world history: Why is the world so unequal?
The answers he found—that the societies that
developed food production techniques first were
also the first to develop writing, technology, and
government—were simple, yet extraordinary.
Our DVD weaves together anthropology and
science with epic historical reenactments that
bring his fascinating theories to life. The DVD is
also available with an updated version of the book
with a new chapter. Two-disc DVD set is 165 minutes

13 1/2"W x 21"H x 3 3/4"D.

#72088 Schoolhouse Radio-controlled
Wall Clock $99.95

long. Book is hardcover. 6 1/4" x 9 1/4". 528 pages. © 2005

#93008 Guns, Germs, and Steel DVD $39.95
#72162 Book and DVD Set $59.95

Your Purchases
Make a
Difference
B. A Classic Lionel Train Just Like Those You Remember
Based on the legendary locomotive freight trains that ran from the 1930s through
the ‘60s, the Pennsylvania Flyer takes engineers of all ages on a trip through history. Accurate
details, a die-cast locomotive, a working headlamp, real puffing smoke, and authentic whistle sounds
add to the excitement as it chugs along in forward or reverse. Twelve pieces of easy-snap 0-27-gauge
FasTrack® create a 40" x 60" oval and other configurations. Set includes 4-4-2 locomotive and tender,
boxcar, flat car with crate load, red caboose, railroad bridge, telephone poles, transformer/controller
with additional accessory connecting post, and smoke fluid.
#73098 Pennsylvania Flyer Train Set $199.95 #73225 Figure 8 FasTrack Pack $49.95

All of your purchases
help support the
National Geographic
mission of education,
research, exploration,
and conservation of our
cultural and natural
resources.

F. Fields of Honor Book
Few historians have ever captured the
drama, excitement, and tragedy of the War
Between the States quite like Edwin C.
Bearss. His extraordinary battlefield tours
and eloquent soliloquies about the heroes,
scoundrels, and little-known moments of
conflict are legendary. Illustrated with
detailed maps and archival images, this
448-page volume commemorates the
140th anniversary of the Civil War’s end
with a unique narrative of its most critical
battles. Hardcover. 6" x 9". 448 pages. © 2006
#07568C National Geographic Fields of Honor
Book $28.00
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FOLLOW THE TRADE WINDS
TO TREASURES FROM

SEA AND SHORE

C. National Geographic’s N. C. Wyeth
Wall Clock With Atomic Time
In 1927, the National Geographic Society
commissioned famed American painter N. C. Wyeth
to create a series of murals to adorn the walls of
our Washington, D.C., headquarters. The face of
this large clock is a reproduction of the Western
Hemisphere mural from our private art collection.
Traditionally styled and always accurate, the clock
synchronizes each night to the U.S. atomic clock in
Colorado and self-adjusts for daylight saving time,
leap seconds, and other time changes. One AA
battery, not included. 18" diameter x 2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72089 Wyeth Atomic Clock $99.95

E. From National Geographic’s Private Art Collection,
Framed Prints of N. C. Wyeth’s “Maps of Discovery”
In 1927, famed American painter N. C. Wyeth completed a
series of five murals for Hubbard Memorial Hall, the National
Geographic Society’s first formal library. Called “The Romance
of Discovery,” the murals were flanked by highly illustrated
maps of the Eastern and Western Hemispheres, showing the
paths taken by some of the world’s most significant explorers.
The Western Hemisphere features Poseidon and a mermaid

keeping watch over the oceans. The Eastern Hemisphere map
is decorated with portraits of explorers charting their courses.
Printed using the same high-quality process as our famed
maps, and framed in wood with gold tone and black accents.
Ready to hang. 23"W x 20 1/2"L. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72159 Map of Discovery: Western Hemisphere $78.00
#72158 Map of Discovery: Eastern Hemisphere $78.00
Set of Two $135.00
Please allow 2–4 weeks for delivery.

A. Men’s Traditional Irish Aran Sweater

F. Award-winning Historical Pirate Game

G. National Geographic Blackbeard DVD

For hundreds of years, women in the rural villages of the Aran Islands off
the western coast of Ireland have knit natural wool sweaters for their
fisherman kin. At weekly gatherings, they examined each other’s work and
continually invented intricate new stitches. Each of the stitches in this
generously sized, traditional Aran sweater represents a facet of fishing
culture: the honeycomb stitch for hard work, the cable stitch for safety on
the waters, and the basket weave as a wish for a plentiful catch. 100%
merino wool. Hand-wash or dry clean. Made in Ireland.

Packed with exciting pirate battles, mutinies, desert
islands, and hoards of treasure, Dread Pirate takes the
whole family on a swashbuckling adventure into history.
Based on the journals of real-life pirate hunter Capt.
Arthur Howell. Players sail the high seas plundering
booty, burying gold, and raiding fellow pirates. With
excerpts from Howell’s journals and fact-packed game
cards that teach players about buccaneer life. An
antiqued wooden book holds the illustrated ancienttreasure-map playing surface, cast metal playing pieces,
miniature “doubloons,” knucklebones (dice), and pirate
“treasure.” Winner of the Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Gold
Seal Award. For 2–4 players or teams ages 8 and up.

Preying on Caribbean trade routes in the
early 18th century, Blackbeard the pirate was
a charismatic leader. Born in England,
Edward Teach carefully crafted his Blackbeard
persona complete with pistols, long beard,
and burning cannon fuses coming out from
under his hat. The DVD is full of the sea
chases, swordplay, and cannon battles that
were common to Blackbeard’s crew as they
pillaged 40 ships in two years. 120 minutes.

#72555 Men’s Irish Aran Sweater $128.00
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

Wide-screen DVD. © 2006

#75159 Blackbeard Terror at Sea DVD $24.95

#72311 Dread Pirate Game $55.00

H. The Tragic History of the Sea Book

D. Cutty Sark Model Is a Sailing Legend
Brought to Life

Mariners took to sea 200 years ago with powerful, compact telescopes like
this. Brass body, 25-x-30-mm fully coated precision optics, and protective
case with hand strap. 5"L closed, 13"L extended. 10 oz.

One of history’s great clipper ships, the Cutty Sark
was launched in 1869, just as the Suez Canal was
opened and the steamship began its ascendancy.
Fully assembled, this handsome model is handmade
from wood and cloth to faithfully reproduce all of
her hallmarks, from the sharp bow to soaring masts
and sails. Includes a special scroll detailing her
history and exploits. Imported. 20 1/2"L x 17"H.

#81456 Brass Telescope $55.00

#83716 Cutty Sark Ship Model $125.00

B. Brass Telescope Built Like Those From the Colonial Era
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National Geographic brings you a riveting
anthology of high adventure and
astonishing survival against all odds. This
storm-tossed voyage sails through
history’s gales and across unforgiving
seas. Representing the best of maritime
storytelling tradition, author Anthony
Brandt draws from tales around the
globe, from the doomed Medusa to the
infamous Essex, and of course the Titanic.
Hardcover. 6" x 9". 400 pages. © 2006

#55908C The Tragic History of the Sea Book
$24.00
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A. Packable Snorkeling Fins for Travelers
Perfect for those whose travel includes watery
destinations, these compact fins are designed to be
packable but are just as powerful as full-size fins.
Designed with a unique rail system that channels
water with each kick, providing excellent snap and
delivering the powerful thrust of larger fins. Plus the
smaller size reduces strain on the ankles, making these
fins great for use by everyone. The soft rubber footpockets and fully adjustable straps make it unnecessary
to wear dive booties to avoid blisters or to ensure a
snug fit. Fin tethers included.

OCEANS OF ADVENTURE

Discover Underwater Secrets
With Your Own Private
“Glass Bottom” Boat
E. This
rugged inflatable
boat turns ordinary
excursions on lakes, ponds,
or calm seas into educational
water explorations you’ll never
forget. A saltwater-resistant,
300,000-candlepower submersible
light lures fish and other creatures in
close so you can see them through a clearvinyl window on the boat’s floor. When
deflated, packs compactly for travel. Four-person

#72446 Packable Travel Fins $39.95
Sizes S (men’s 4–7, women’s 6–9), M (men’s 7–10, women’s 9–12),
or L (men’s 10–13).

B. Self-draining Snorkel and Tempered-glass
Mask Set
Great for beginning and practiced snorkelers and divers,
this innovative snorkel and mask set allows you to
observe marine life with comfort and ease. With a selfdraining valve that purges excess water and a special
mechanism at the top that seals upon contact with
water, your snorkel will stay dry as you dive and
resurface. The antifog mask features a scratch- and
shatter-resistant tempered-glass lens with a four-window
design for increased peripheral vision while exploring
underwater. With hypoallergenic silicone face-skirt.

(700-lb.) capacity; 2'9"W x 9'2"L. 35 lbs. Light uses

Oars have aluminum
and removable blades (8"L). Hand pump,
7 1/2"W x 19"H, has universal valve fittings, and inflates boat
in ten minutes. We recommend using a personal flotation
device (PFD) while boating. NGS EXCLUSIVE
rechargeable 12-volt battery, included.

shafts

(59"L)

#83332 Eco-explorer Boat $289.95 (Members $269.95)
#83331 Oars $33.50 (Members $29.95)
#83333 Pump $33.50 (Members $29.95)

#72447 Snorkel and Mask Set $49.95
Waterproof light attracts fish for viewing through the clear bottom.

C. Adventure Travel and Field Vest Packs Small, Wears
Light, and Holds It All
In an earlier era of heavy fiber travel clothing, Society expedition
teams surely dreamed of gear like this. Made from a remarkably
airy, cottonlike nylon with advanced performance characteristics
and Teflon® protection, it’s a quick-drying wrinkle-, stain-, and
water-resistant wonder that keeps necessities close and packs
away into almost nothing. Nineteen separate pockets (including
a secret security pocket) can hold a water bottle, passport,
travel tickets, cell phone, maps, film, and personal stereo.
Complemented by camera and binocular epaulets with slipresistant grips, adjustable side cinches, and padded shoulders.
Machine wash. Imported. 13 oz.

Specially
shaped
pocket keeps
cell phone or
two-way
radio handy.

#73085 Travel Vest $69.95
Unisex sizes S (34–36), M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

D. Learn to Dive With PADI
and National Geographic

Bellows pockets
expand to hold more.

Secret zippered security
pocket inside

If you've ever wanted to learn to
scuba dive, check out the PADI
National Geographic Passport to
Adventure DVD and discover
underwater adventure. You'll
see beautiful and intriguing
creatures in their natural habitats
as you journey over pristine coral
reefs and through majestic
wreckages. This DVD will show you how to bring excitement
and adventure to your next vacation—as a PADI National
Geographic Diver.
#99014 National Geographic Passport to Adventure DVD-ROM $19.95
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G. Night-vision Water Watch

F. Broad-brimmed Airflo Sun Hat
A hat is a highly recommended
accessory when traveling or exploring,
and this adventure-ready hat features
a special airflow mesh that provides
unparalleled cooling ventilation. Rated
UPF 50+, it blocks 98% of UV rays for
solid sun protection. The lightweight,
water-repellent Supplex® nylon surface
keeps you dry in the rain and resists
mildew. Comes with a lifetime
guarantee and two-year all-peril
insurance policy against loss, theft, or
other untimely demise. Wind strap.
Made in Canada by Tilley.
#72072 Broad-brimmed Airflo Hat $68.00
Available in sizes 7–7 5/8.
Hat Size
7
7 1/8
7 1/4
7 3/8
7 1/2
7 5/8
Head Circumference*
22" 22 3/8" 22 3/4" 23 1/8" 23 1/2" 23 7/8"
*Measure largest part of head just above
the brow.

Stainless steel construction and rugged
seals make sure this analog/digital
watch withstands harsh fresh- and
saltwater conditions. With luminous
hands and a backlit digital display,
it’s corrosionproof and waterresistant to 330'. Second time zone,
day, date, alarm, and stopwatch
functions use digital movement for
accuracy. Ratcheted timing bezel tracks
elapsed time. 1 1/8"-diameter face.

Polarized coatings cut
through the glare produced
by highly reflective surfaces
like water.

#73657 Night-vision Water Watch $99.95

H. Sunglasses Adjust to Changing Light and
Reduce Glare for Clearer Outdoor Vision
A top choice for kayakers, boaters, hikers, or
anyone traveling near snow or water who wants
unsurpassed visual clarity, these polarized
sunglasses adjust to changing light and reduce
glare for clearer outdoor vision. Unique
hydrophobic treatment prevents water streaking
and dirt buildup. One hundred percent UVblocking, photochromic lenses self-adjust to
changing light. Rubber nose pad and temple
inserts. Hard case. Integrated detachable neck
cord. Only 1 oz.
#73789 Polarized Photochromic Sunglasses $129.95
Choose Dark Gray (GY) or Soft Black (BK).
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David Alan Harvey has
photographed more than
35 articles for NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC magazine in
his 30-year career,
including the August
2004 story about
Australian cowboy poet
Banjo Paterson. Here
he is wearing the
Outback Jacket.

T R AV E L C L A S S I C S F O R

EXPLORING THE OUTBACK
C. Self-powered LED Camp Lantern

A

Lighten your camping load and explore
more with this self-powered lantern. No
need to bring batteries, because just three
minutes of cranking provides as much as
15 minutes of light, enabling you to study
your trail maps and guides at night. When
cranked, the windup internal generator
rotates coils between electromagnets to
create the power to light up your
campsite or power your cell phone in
emergency situations. The energy-efficient
LEDs last for at least 50,000 hours, so
there are no bulbs to replace. Cell-phone
charger adapter and 12-volt AC/DC vehicle adapter,
included. 4 1/2"W x 9"H x 4 1/2"D.

E. Oilskin Jacket Resists Soaking Rains
and Gale-force Winds

#72582 Self-powered LED Camp Lantern $49.95
Please see online for a full list of compatible
cell phones.

C

E

Used for generations in Australia’s outback, a
land where compromise is rarely an option, oilskin
jackets hold the elements at bay. This classic update
was developed in Sydney using thick cotton canvas
embedded under heat and pressure with a special
oil/wax blend that responds to your body temperature—
allowing moisture and air to escape while keeping the
elements out. It’s cotton-lined, packed with pockets,
and one of the toughest coats we’ve ever seen. Hose it
down and it’s as good as new. Imported. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#73548 Outback Jacket $129.95
— Special Offer $119.95
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

A. Sweater Vest Adds a Soft Layer of Travel Warmth
A combination of acrylic and cotton fibers delivers both durability and breathability
to make our vest a great choice for layering when traveling in changeable
conditions. Water-resistant leather-trimmed pockets and shoulders add durability
and prevent wear from pack straps and other gear, and knit construction works to
keep you warmer. Dry clean. Imported. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#73598 National Geographic Sweater Vest $78.00
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

Find Your Way With This Clip-on Weather Center and Compass
B. Stay on course and on time with this

Barometer with
weather icons

Digital
thermometer,
altimeter, and
compass

Clip to your
bag or pack
with carabiner.
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water-resistant data center with clock
that provides quick altitude, barometric
pressure, temperature, and compass
readings as well as alarm clock,
chronograph, and calendar functions. Clips
onto your bag, pack, or belt via the built-in
carabiner, which also folds to serve as a
handy stand. It keeps a 24-hour barometric
history to track the weather and as many
as 20 date-stamped altitude log entries
that create a record of your travels above
sea level. Battery included. 2 1/2"W x 4 1/2"L.
#73516 Adventure Weather Center $149.95

F

D. Portable Zoom Spotting Scope Brings
Birds and the Landscape Into Focus
The great outdoors appears as much as
55 times closer through the giant 65-mm
lens of our lightweight spotting scope.
Perfect for birding, with professional
features such as a Porro prism to orient the
image without losing clarity and to ensure
that your view is color-correct and bright.
Altazimuth mount allows smooth and easy
positioning. The tabletop tripod and car
window-mount provide stability and allow
hands-free use when spotting birds and
wildlife. Also included are an aluminum
hard case, a soft nylon case, and National
Geographic’s Bird Migration wall map.

F. Australian Leather Bush Hat
Australian cowboy poet Banjo Paterson wrote hundreds
of odes to cattle drovers—living free and working hard
in the outback. His characters, including Waltzing
Matilda, have become icons of the Australian spirit.
Like the iconic cowboys who rode across the parched
land, this distressed cowhide hat is an outback original.
Rugged, waterproof, fully foldable, SPF 50+. Includes
travel bag. Made in Australia. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72583 Australian Leather Bush Hat $89.95
Available in sizes S–XXL.

16 1/2"W x 17 1/3"H x 16 1/2"D. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72556 National Geographic 65-mm Zoom
Spotting Scope $449.00

D

Hat Size
S
M
L
Head Circumference*
21 3/4" 22 1/2"
23 1/4"

XL

XXL

24"

24 5/8"

*Measure largest part of head just above the brow.
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Removable
leather collar

D. This 2-in-1 Microfiber Travel Coat
Is Perfect for Multiple Climates

FOR THOSE WHO PREFER TO TAKE THE

TRAIL LESS TRAVELED
Classic yet functional clothing and gear

Brown Heather

B. African Suede Mesh Hat
When you head out on that great adventure,
this handcrafted hat from South Africa offers
comfort, ventilation, and protection from the sun.
Fashioned of suede and breathable cotton mesh,
similar to a style worn by Africa’s game rangers.
Made by tribespeople living near Kruger National
Park. Crushable; packs flat. NGS EXCLUSIVE

On assignment, National Geographic
staff often travel between drastic
climate extremes. When you’re facing
similar conditions, take this
microfiber coat. Zip in the down
lining, and you’ve got a heavy-duty
coat for cold weather. Take out the
lining, and it becomes the perfect
lightweight jacket. With a waterrepellent microfiber shell made for
rugged adventuring; leatherreinforced buttonholes; adjustable
cuffs and waist; bellows, handwarmer, and chest and map pockets,
it’s the edge that explorers need
when the weather gets wild.
Generous fit. Dry clean only.
Imported. 34"L.
#72067HZ Microfiber Travel Coat $199.95
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

#79403 African Suede Mesh Hat $64.95
(Members $59.95)
Bellows
pockets with
hand-warmer
opening

Available in sizes M–XL.
Hat Size
M
L
Head Circumference*
21 7/8"–22 1/4"
22 5/8"–23"

XL
23 1/2"–23 7/8"

*Measure largest part of head just above the brow.

C. Two-in-one Light-up Magnifier
Reading maps and guidebooks in dark places is
difficult at best. This novel solution removes the
obstacles created by poor light and other
challenges. An optical-quality magnifying window
with a built-in LED light lies flat to illuminate and
enlarge maps and text for easy reading day or
night. A second LED functions as a brilliant microflashlight. Operates for more than 70 hours on
one battery set. Durable compact case fits in a
pocket. Batteries included. 4 1/4"W x 2 3/4"L x 1/2"D. 3 oz.
#73822 Travel Magnifier With LED $19.95
Tan Heather

A. Traditional British Wool Walking Sweater
The British walking sweater is a tradition that dates back more than 100 years.
This 100% wool example is made in the classic style using mountain-sheep wools,
and obtains its heathered grays and browns from the fleece itself, not dyes. Built
to withstand Britain’s vigorous, often fast-changing weather, it has suede patches
at shoulders and elbows for durability and is machine washable. Made in the U.K.
#79573 British Walking Sweater $128.00
Choose Brown Heather (BH) or Tan Heather (TH).
Men’s sizes S (36–38), M (40–42), L (44–46), XL (48–50).
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E. National Geographic
Trekking Staff
Recommended by explorer
Jon Bowermaster and
made of strong,
lightweight aluminum, our
trekking staff from LEKI™ is
designed to absorb shock
and reduce stress to joints,
muscles, and ligaments
whether you’re strolling
through the park or
traversing more rugged
trails. With an integrated
camera mount; a
wearproof carbide tip; and
unique graphics that
include U.S./metric ruler
conversion, a °F/°C
temperature conversion
scale, and an elevation
scale. Adjustable from
33"H to six feet. Includes
rubber tip for paved
surfaces and attachable
basket. 14 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#73372 National Geographic
Trekking Staff $89.95

Down lining zips into water-resistant shell.

F. Explorer-tested Adventure
Weather Watch
Wherever you’re going, this trail-tough
adventure watch and weather center will
keep you informed. To help you make wise
decisions it has weather forecast icons,
barometric history, temperature, altitude
information, and declination-adjustable
digital compass with one-degree resolution.
The watch features include dual time zones,
two alarms, and chronograph. Backlight.
Water-resistant to 90 feet. 1 3/4"-diameter face.
#73809 Axis Adventure Watch $149.95
Digital compass

Your Purchases Make a Difference
All of your purchases help support the National
Geographic mission of education, research, exploration,
and conservation of our cultural and natural resources.
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A

TA K E PAT H S TO N EW P L AC E S

COUNTRY ROADS
Adventure waits at every turn.

A. National Geographic Self-powered Shortwave Radio
This clever all-in-one design ensures that you will never be caught
without weather-emergency tools. It combines a radio, flashlight, and
cell phone battery charger so you’ll always be able to tune into AM, FM,
and seven international shortwave radio bands; charge your cell phone;
and have emergency light if the power goes out or you are exploring far
from civilization. Cranking the handle recharges the internal Ni-MH
battery so you can stay informed of news and broadcasts and
simultaneously use your cell phone. With just 90 seconds of cranking
you’ll get an hour’s worth of radio power, so you are never without the
information you need in the event of severe weather or natural disaster.
With earphone jack. Can also be powered by three AA batteries or an
AC adapter, not included. 6 3/4"W x 6 1/2"H x 2 1/2"D.

D. Adventure
Edition Road Atlas

#72085 National Geographic Self-powered Emergency Shortwave Radio $49.95
#72186 AC Adapter $9.95
Includes cell phone adapter for select models of Audiovox, Kyocera, Motorola, Nokia,
Samsung, Sanyo, Siemens, Sony Ericsson, and Toshiba phones.

Our road atlas provides
accurate, detailed
maps of all 50 states,
Canada, and Mexico—
including scenic routes,
historic sites, recreation
information, and
points of interest.
This unique Adventure
Edition also highlights
America’s top 100
adventure destinations chosen by the editors of
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ADVENTURE magazine and
discusses the most popular national parks. Spiralbound for ease of use and covered with a durable
plastic outer shell. 11" x 15". 168 pages. © 2004

F. National Geographic Ultimate Field Jacket
Inspired by the travel and field experience of National Geographic explorers,
our rugged cotton twill jacket is the only choice for adventures both urban and
jungle. It is designed with 16 pockets, enough to carry all you need wherever
you’re going. Pack your passport, camera, maps, guides, PDA, and MP3 player
and still have many pockets to spare. The breathable and quick-drying 3XDRY
technology repels water and stains and is antimicrobial and machine washable.
It just doesn’t get any better than this. Features front zipper and buttons,
buttoned cuffs, and reinforced shoulders. Jacket runs large; we recommend
ordering one size smaller than your usual size. Imported. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#20166C National Geographic Road Atlas $19.95
With 16 pockets, you’ll have a secure place for all of
your travel essentials.

B

B. French Olive-wood Knife Offers Tradition and Utility

C

Forged from stainless steel in the Aubrac region of France, where the
careful creation of fine knives is a proud tradition. The detailed,
handworked olive-wood handle holds a corkscrew and razor-sharp folding
blade designed to last for a lifetime of adventure. Crowned with brass
ends, it comes with a sharpening steel, a leather case, and an elegant box.
#79134 Laguiole Knife $79.95

C. National Geographic Miniature Travel Alarm Clock
Small enough to pack in a pocket, this solid little timepiece is a precision
marvel of miniaturization built to travel. A compact cover etched with the
National Geographic Society seal folds cleverly back to create a miniature
stand and reveal a diminutive full-service quartz-movement alarm clock
with easy-to-read luminescent hands and numbers, and a mineral glass
crystal face. Made of stainless steel, it comes in wooden gift box.
1 1/2" diameter x 3/4"D. 3 oz. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72133 National Geographic Travel Clock $34.95
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Only 1 1/2" in diameter and 2" deep when open. Weighs just 3 oz.

Men’s sizes M (42–44), L (46–48), XL (50–52).

E. World-weary Feet Will Appreciate These
Advanced Travel Shoes
Travelers can often find themselves in situations
where looking appropriate is just as important as
being physically comfortable. These advanced
shoes are designed with dual-density foam foot
beds and EVA midsoles that cushion every step to
reduce foot and leg fatigue, allowing you to walk
farther on your travels. A special moisture-wicking
leather lining keeps feet drier and fresher while
full-grain leather uppers maintain the sophisticated
look that many destinations require. Rubber
outsoles dependably grab terrain both urban and
rural. Metal-free design aids passage at security
points. Velcro® closure. Imported.

8"L open, 4"L folded. NGS EXCLUSIVE

#72345 National Geographic Ultimate Field Jacket $158.00

European Size

42

43

44

45

46

47

8–8 1/2

9–9 1/2

10–10 1/2

11–11 1/2

12–12 1/2

13–13 1/2

#73803 Men’s Travel Shoes $149.00

U.S. Size

Choose Tan (TN) or Walnut (WN). Men’s sizes 42–47.

Shoes run small, so if you are between two sizes, we recommend ordering the next size up.

Call toll-free 1.888.225.5647
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D. Highland Alpaca Sweater

FOR THE

Andean textile artists use
ancient symbols to represent the
geographic landscape in their
creations. The pattern of this rich
earth-toned pullover represents a river
landscape, with an abstract design of
fish framed by a hand-stitched
outline. Knit from rare six-ply alpaca
yarn, this quarter-zip sweater is one
of the warmest we’ve offered. Among
the most insulating and soft yet
durable yarns available, alpaca is an
essential material in the chilly
Altiplano. 100% alpaca. Hand-wash
or dry clean. Hand-knit by artisans in
Bolivia. NGS EXCLUSIVE

OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST

CLOTHING
AND GEAR
for destinations near and far

#72564 Highland Alpaca Sweater $168.00

A. National Geographic Travel Vest

Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

Our explorers in the field have worn leather travel
vests for decades. Our exclusive nubuck leather
vest is made to be as tough as the trails you take,
and can easily carry travel necessities such as
compass, maps, camera, and passport. Fully lined
with two inside zip pockets and exterior bellows
flap pockets with side entry. Adjustable side tabs
offer a customized fit. Imported. NGS EXCLUSIVE

Your Purchases
Make a Difference
All of your purchases help support
the National Geographic mission of
education, research, exploration,
and conservation of our cultural
and natural resources.

#72616 Leather Travel Vest $249.00
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48).

C. Antiqued Leather Travel Boots

F. Global Atomic Travel Clock

Twenty-first-century technology lets modern travelers explore more in greater
comfort than ever before. Ensuring that you’ll have the energy when exploring
new horizons for hours at a time, these waxed-leather travel boots have a
cushioned foam foot bed and reinforced mid-foot, as well as the additional
ankle support and warmth of a boot. The thick rubber soles provide excellent
traction on the pavement, cobblestones, or country roads you’ll encounter along
the way. After a day spent putting them to the test, just brush off the dust and
you’re ready to head out for a night on the town. Imported.

The perfect travel companion for world travelers, this
atomic clock is lightweight, sleek, and compact. Just
set your time zone and automatically receive radio
signals from atomic clock towers in the U.S., U.K.,
central Europe, and Japan to keep your travel alarm
accurate. If your travels take you outside of the broad
range of the signal, the clock is also manually
adjustable. With an electroluminescent backlight for
viewing in the dark, it projects the time in easy-to-read
numbers on the ceiling. Features dual alarms, snooze
function, and a key-lock feature so you don’t lose your
settings while traveling. Days of the week display
abbreviated in five languages. Two AAA batteries, not

#72565 Antiqued Leather Travel Boots $159.00
Men’s sizes 42–47.

B. Waxed-cotton Explorer’s Hat
Favored by river and safari guides, this rugged
waxed-cotton hat resists wear and tear, and
unlike synthetic fabrics, its weathered
character lasts season after season. Fabric is
treated for water-resistance using the
traditional method for sailcloth, and the
generous 3 1/2" brim keeps both sun and rain
off your face. Brass screen vents and a wicking
Coolmax® sweatband keep you cool and
comfortable. Adjustable chin strap.

included. 4"W x 3 1/2"H x 3/4"D. 4 oz.

#72613 Global Atomic Travel Clock $49.95
Please see online for more details about coverage area.

E

E. Navajo Chinle Weekender Travel Bag

#72602 Waxed-cotton Explorer’s Hat $65.00
Available in sizes S–XL.

Hat Size
S
M
L
XL
Head Circumference*
21 3/8" 22 1/4"–22 1/2" 22 1/2"–23 3/4" 23 3/4"–24 1/2"
*Measure largest part of head just above the brow.

European Size
U.S. Size
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42

43

44

45

46

47

8–8 1/2

9–9 1/2

10–10 1/2

11–11 1/2

12–12 1/2

13–13 1/2

An ideal size for a weekend adventure, this wool and full-grain leather
carry-on combines practical features with a pattern inspired by Navajo
Chinle-style woven rugs. Chinle, Arizona, is near Canyon de Chelly and the
center of the Navajo Indian Reservation, an area that has been continuously
inhabited since 2000 B.C. Rolled-leather handles and leather-reinforced
bottom add durability and polish to a traditional pattern. Two exterior zip
pockets and one interior zip pocket keep important items secure and within
reach. Removable shoulder strap. Imported. 20"W x 14"H x 8"L.
#72178 Chinle Weekender Bag $198.00

www.ShopNG.org
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A. Highland Embroidered Alpaca Cape
For thousands of years, Aymara and Quechua
women have wrapped themselves in soft alpaca
capes, also known as ruanas, to guard against the
chill of the Andes. Our dramatic ruana is enlivened
with bold embroidered flowers and black satin trim.
Woven by hand in El Alto, Bolivia, and finished with a
special process that renders it soft and supple, its
simple cut in starkly contrasting black and red makes
an elegant alternative to a coat. Alpaca/wool blend.
Dry clean only. Made in Bolivia. NGS EXCLUSIVE
#72688 Highland Embroidered Alpaca Cape $248.00
One size fits most.

B. Silver and Garnet Mandala Necklace
In traditional Buddhist and Hindu cultures, the
symmetrical patterns of a mandala are often used
as a map to an imaginary palace that is
contemplated during meditation. Our sterling silver
mandala pendant is hand-tooled by artisans in
Nepal’s Kathmandu Valley, and set with a garnet
cabochon at its center. It is a striking conversation
piece that can be appreciated for its traditional
spiritual symbolism as well as its remarkable
craftsmanship. Adjustable from 16" to 20" long.
#72689 Silver and Garnet Mandala Necklace $75.00
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Your Purchases
Make a Difference
All of your purchases help support
the National Geographic mission
of education, research, exploration,
and conservation of our cultural
and natural resources.

Cover Photograph: A young child wrapped in a
traditional Bolivian weaving, or manta, in La Paz, Bolivia.
Photograph by Anthony Cassidy.
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PRODUCTS INSPIRED BY MORE THAN A

CENTURY OF EXPLORATION
See inside for a wide range of items for travel and cultural exploration.

